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1976

- By Sandy Pietrzak
A grant of $428,333

Home Ee gets
grant tD hold
nutrition study

the largest
ever
for
Eastern
was
recently
awarded
to
the School
of Home
Economics to
conduct a nutrition
project
for
elderly
persons
in
a
12-county area.
The Illinois Department of Aging
selected Eastern as the grant recipient
after reviewing project proposals from
several
schools Mary Ruth Swope,
dean
of
the
School
of
Home
Economics, said Tuesday.
The major, purpose of the grant,.
Swope said, is to provide nutritious
meals to persons aged 60 and over
-

·

and to their spouses ·regardless of age.
Project services will be available in
Livingston, Ford, Iroquois, McLean,
Dewitt,
Piatt,
Champaign, Douglas,
Coles, Edgar, Cumberland and Clark
counties;
Currently, . there are 28 sites where
630. persons are being served noon

meals.
Eastern has taken over this project
from the Family Services Agency of
Champaign County which conducted
the service for two years.
Sw ope
also
said
home
that
economics
and other students will
volunteer their services to the project
participants.
Students
will
g i ve
i n d i vidual
counseling to the elderly, such as
health needs, assistance to handicapped
homemakers and shopping assistance.
In addition Swope hoped that art
students would· conduct art lessons for
the participants.
The Nutrition. For Elder!)' Project is
the largest of its kind in Illinois in
terms of geographical area.
It is funded largely by the Federal
Gowrnment and can be traced to
1968 when Congress. designated funds
for programs to improve nutritional
services· for the elderly.
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BH E recommends tuition increase
By Marilyn Vise
The Board of Higher Education (BHE) voted
Jan. 7 to recommend a tuition increase at state
universities.
The increase would raise tuition $60 a year for
undergraduate
students
and
$90
a
year
for
graduate students for the school year beginning in
September 1?76.
Tuition now ranges from $404 to $496 a year
at Illinois' 13 ·public university campuses and has
not been raised since September, 1972.
Should the hike go into effect, it would
increase tuition from $420 a year to $480 for
undergraduates and $5 10 a year for graduate
students at Eastern.
James M. Furman, BHE executive director. said
higher tuition is needed to help pay for two per
cent of a proposed seven per cent salary it}crease
·

for faculty and other staff members at the
universities.
.
' This increase would proVide an additional $ l l .3
million.
The BHE action came as it approved a $860.6.
million higher education operating budget for the
1976-77 school year.
The budger recommendation will be reviewed by
Gov. Dan Walker. He will draw up a propOsal for
a State budget that he will release in his budget
address march, Mark Clark, spokesperson for the
Gowrnor, said Tuesday.
"After
the
governor's· address, the
General
Assembly will look over his proposal and then
vote on accepting it," Clark said.
"Due to this procedure, it is too early to say
whether or not the governor will veto the hike,"

Clark said.
. Clark
pointed
out
that
the
governor has
opposed a tuition hike fpr the past three years.
President Gilbert C. Fite also reaffirmed Tuesday
his opposition to any tuition increase.
·

Fite said he thought a tuition hike would make
access to the university more difficult for some
students, but wasn't sure if an increase would
cause a decline in Eastern's enrollment.
·

Public
college
and
university students have
engaged in a statewide petition drive to prevent a
tuition
increase
according
to
Robin
Roberts,
chairperson of the Association of Illinois Students
Governments (AISG).
·

Students started the protest Monday at the first
in a series of BHE hearings in Chicago concerning
the tuition increase and other areas of the boards.

Student out on-bond
for attempted murder
By Mark Wisser

Emetgency
Eastern is the proud owner of a brand

new

customized van-complete with

fleshing red lights. The van is a light brown Ford spaciously designed to hold
eight passengers, and fully equipped for "regular campus use," by campus
11CUrity, campus police sgt. George Bosler said Tuesday. The van will be used
for ganeral patrolling and to

aid

dinical services in transporting students to

Ind from the Charleston Community Memorial Hospital, Bosler said.

An Eastern student was released on
$20,000 bond Tuesday after being
jailed since Dec. 18 on charges of
robbery,
a g g r a v ated
battery
and
attempted murder.
Former
Eastern
basketball player
Ron Johnson, a senior from St. Louis,
Mo., has pleaded not guilty to charges
of robbing the Cosmic Moon Boutique
of $4,200 worth of jewelry and $198
in cash Dec. l 8 .
He
also
pleaded
not
guilty to
intentionally hitting Charleston police
dispatcher Rick Fisher with his car
while fleeing the scene.
Fisher
was at the site of
the
robbery
along
with police officers
called by the daughter of Cosmic
Moon owner Bessie Fredericks, when
the daughter suspected a robbecy was
in progress.
Fisher was in the car because he
was getting a ride home after getting
off work at the police station.
Witnesses have said the robber came
out of the store and jumped into a
tan car and started driving south on
Fourth Street.
The police officers and the owner
yelled to Fisher to stop the car and
he ran out into the street waving his
arms, only to have the car swerve
towards him and hit him.

Fisher
was
taken
to
Charlestoh
Community Memorial. Hospital where
he stayed for three days, receiving
treatment for severe bruises on his
thigh and several lacerations on his
legs.
As the car came toward him, Fisher
t hrew
his
n ight
s t i ck
at
the
windshield, breaking the glass.
Charleston police later found the
car at the Polk Street Jl)artments with
the jewelry inside. Also inside was a
red
stocking
cap ,
fitting
t he
description of the one worn by the
robber.
Johnson, with $189 in his pocket,
was
f o und
inside
the
ap!lrtment
building and arrested.
L a t e r,
during
a
bond
hearing,
Johnson said the car was his, valuing .
it at $600.
Bond was originally set by Judge
William Sunderman at $100,000, but
(See STUDENT, page 8)

Rain or snow
It
will
be
mostly
cloudy
Thursday and warmer with snow
or rain likely in the afternoon.
T em p e ratures
will
reach
the
lower or middle 30s with rain
or snow likely Thursday night.
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Census nets city an extra $54,000
.

By Mmk Wisler

·

The City of Charleston's special
census proved to _be a success and
should net the city an extra $54,000
or more per year in state income tax,
motor fuel tax and federal revenue
sharing monies.
City
Planner Larry Stoever, who
recommended the city conduct the
study,
said
the preliminary
figures
show a population increase of 1,689
since the regular 1970 census.
The increase entitles the city to
$ 3 2.26 in state and federal funds for
every person over the 1970 figUre.
The 1970 population was 16,42 1,
while the 1975 tally was totaled at
least 18,110.
The p re sent figure may go even
higher
because
the
city has been

asking people who .weren't eounfed
during the special census to call and
give the necessary information •
·
Stoever said about 200 people havecalled
and
U.S.. Census
once ' the
Bureau verifies they haven't already
been counted, they will be included
in the final total.
Approximately 30 per cent of the
population increase can be attributed
to increased
emollment
at I Eastern
since 1970.
,,,.
students are counted as
Eastern
the
census·
Charleston residents by
bureau because they spend a . majority
of\the year here.

residence hall
ot;tly $15.

dwellers

at

a 'cost

of

Voter sign-up
begins Monday

A voter registration drive will be
held at
Eastern beginning Monday.
Student Bod
_ y President Mick Chizmar
said Wednesday ..
Chizmar said the drive is open to
all students. faculty and civil service
workers who wish tb register to vote.
"Our goal is to get. 4 ,S00 at the
Stoever.. said the a�tional mone
.
minimum registered," Chizmar said.
will be a great help to the city and
E a s tern's
student
govemmen.t
is
s h o uld
prevent
the
need
for
a
sponsoring the drive in connection
property tax increase to pay for the
with
the
A ssociation
of
Illinois
cost of city government.
Student Goverpments (AISG) and the
Some of the money has to be used
Coles County . Clerk's Office. Chizmar
for specific ptirposes - mostly capital
said.
development
- but
the rest will
Places for · voter registration will
probably be used to supplement the
inchi e all dorms and the University
regular
city
budget where needed,
Union.
Stoever said.
Students living in dorms can register
on the following dates: Carman Hall
( M o n d a y ),
A n d rew s-Thomas
Halls
(T uesd ay
in
A nd r e w s
L o unge),
Owen ·said.
Lawson-Taylor (Wednesday in Lawson's
"Illinois lounge), Pemberton Hall (Thursday),
that
said
also
·Owen
Consolidated Telephone Company has Gregg
Triad
(Friday
in
Mckinney
fought the tax-calling it regresshre lounge), LSD Complex: (Monday in
and citing the unfairness of taxing a Stevenson lounge).
basic necessity."
o nl y
The
telephone
is
th e
excise
o n which
household - utility
taxes are imposed_
Two
silent
film
classics will be
shown by the Eastern Film Society
(EFS) at 7 p.m. Th� in' the Fine
Arts Center Dvorak Concert Hall.
AuditionS\ for the Fine Arts spring
T he
film
showings
are
being
musical, "177 6," w'ill be held at 7:30 . c o -s p o
nsored
by
the
EFS,
the
p.m. Thursday and ·Friday in room
S p e e ch-Comm unications
Department
013 Fine Arts Center. J. Sain of the
and the American Guild of OrganiSl'S.
Theatre
Arts
Department
said
At 7 p.m., "Nosferatu", the original
Wednesday.
Diracula film made in 1922, will be
Parts are open for 25 men and two shown followed·
at 8 p.m.. by "The
women.
Gold Rush", the 1925 co edy classic
�
starring Charlie Chaplin.
Auditions will also be . held for a
Dorothy Hansen of the American
r e a dCir 's
theatre
production •
..An
Guild of Organists will provide the
Evening of Women's Poetry," at 7: 30
b a ckground
music
for
the
films.
p.m. Monday in the Fine Arts Center
Hansen has been a member of the
·
Playroom.
Guild for 50 years.
"If we would have had to count
them the way we counted everyone
else, it would have,. cost us 11 cents
per i>erson plus $2.30 per hour for.
the people who compile the totals,"
Stoever said. "The computer print-outs
saved the city over $450."

y

·

Stoever said a great deal of money
was saved through cooperation with
East e r n
b e c a us e
the
u nhrersity
provided computer print-out §beets for

<\

Federal excise tax on phone bills decreased
By Sandy Pietrzak

A drop in the federal excise tax on
telephone bills from seven per cent of
the
bill
to
six
per cent became
effective Jan. 1.
R .S.
Owen,
general
commercial
m anager
of
Ill inois
Cdnsolidated
Telephone Company in Mattoon, said
recently that there will be a steady
decline of !he federal excise tax due
•
to Congressional ruling. .
The
d ec li n e
was
initiated
by
Congress in 1971 which ruled the1e
would be a tax decrease of one per
cent a year for ten years in which
The Eastern

during
school

News

ca se
the
tax
would
be
totally
eliminated as of Jan .. 1, 1982.
Jack
Sanders, director of central
stores, said Wednesday that Eastern
will
not be
affected
by
the tax
- decrease
because it
hali not been
charged the tax.
Congress
imposed
the excise tax
during World War I to gain revenue
to support the war effort.
The tax was repealed after fhe war
but
was
reinstated
during
the
Depression continuing ever since with
rates as high as 15 per cent on service
and 25 per cent on long-distance calls,.

Silent films to be run

'1776' auditions to be held
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LADIES.
Get in FREE.
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wit h this
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Thursday
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.
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A Fine Breakfast

Brittany Plaza

•

•

·.

.

On Saturdays And Sundays
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�
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Veterans must
go to_ class

Dorm residency to drop by 300

Sandy Pietrzak
living in the lounges and a few in
un ive rsi t y,
t r an s f ers,
g r aduation,
A decrease of 300 students living in McKinney and Ford Halls will be
medical
reasons
and
off
moves
_ ce halls is expected for spring occuppied this semester.
�siden
campus and to greek housing.
By Carl Green
semester, Louis - V. Hencken, director
In regard to crowded conditions in
Many veterans at Eastern are wider
Hencken said that he is pleased
. of university housing, said Tuesday.
residence hal� last semester, Hencken
Ve t e r a n s
the
from
with
few
the
cancellations
the p r e s s u re
H e n ck en
e st imated
that
4,100 ·said that conditions were not ideal.
residence halls have had observing that Administration to either attend their
.students will be living in residence ''but the problems were not as bad as
students
are
staying
in
the classes regularly or else face the loss
more
in other schools."
halls this semester.
·
of their GI Bill checks, Bill Miner of
dorms.
·
However, Eastern's dorms will be
"'Less students are. movi�g out of
the
Ve terans
Services
office,
said
He
also
described
the
housing
operating with a 98 per cent capacity the dorms this year than 1ast year,,,
Tuesday.
office!s
plan
to
car
pet the corridor this semester, which is higher than Hencken sai'd .
..
"fhe VA is saying essentially, ..we
·
walls in Carman Hall.
Five
last spring. semester's 84 per cent
hundred
and
t�y
six
want checks made on them'" Miner
capacity, he said.
students cancelled their residence hall
Due
to
complaints
):>y residents added. concerning holes in the walls and
"One. or two" single . rooms are contracts for this semester compared
However, university policy does not
being occuppied this semester ·and to 607 cancellations at the end of the their thin construction, two' floors of
require students to attend classes.
the
19
fall
orm
most
may be carpeted on a triai
semester, he continued.
74
lounges
are vacant, Hencken
d
Miner also said the VA has become
basis, Hencken said, adding that he
Hencken attributed cancellations to
added.
.
more strict concerning attendance than
But, he said, some students prefered s t udent
w i t h d r a w als
from
the ·hopes to begi.J). work on it next week. -in past years.
r
i

By

AISG to fight BHE ·proposed tuition increase ��:�::�� :A�:s :�::�: :�::::;:
.,.

By Lori, Miller

The batt� against tuition hikes for
state universities will begin· i,.n earnest
this spring, Mary
Brady,
executive
director of the Association. of Illinois
Student
Governments
(AISG),
said
Tuesday.
The
Board
of Higher
Education
(BHE) has called for an increase of
$60 - $90 in tuition costs as part of
its master plan phase IV.
The AISG, a lobbying group for
student governments, has adopted a
seven-step
strategy
to
fight
the
suggested tuition hike.
Steps in the plan include getting
anti�uition increase resolutions passed
by
universi ty
governance
boards,
urging
s t u d ents
.to
attend
BHE
meetings to hear discussion on the
hike and organizing a statewide tuition
petition drives.
The BHE has held three of the six
planned public meetings so far to
discuss the master plan as a whole .. · '
Brady had no information on the
number of students who attended the
meetings.

''It's
been
really
hard
to
get r .expla in his own personal reasons for
being against the hike, such as having
students
organized
so
far
because
to earn his own way through school ,"
schools have been on break for most
he said.
of December," Brady said.
A "substantial number of students"
Two
other
meetings
were
held
were present dur ing the November and
earlier
this · week
at Chicago . and
December BHE hearings, Brady said.
Elmhurst.
· "I
would estimate that about 15 to
Chizmar also said he would attend
20 student government officers were the AISG meeting Saturday in Urbana
present
at
those
meetings," Brady
to discuss plans to fight the tuition
said.
hike.
AISG
numbers
a
total . of
21
'' We '11
suggestions
probably
t�e
schools in its membership.
fr9m AISG and modify
them to fit
Brady
s aid
the
AISG
was
Eastern's situation,". Chizmar said.
concentrating .mainly o n the public
meetings
that
would
be
held
in
Ro c k f o rd
Wednesday,
Springfield
T h u r s d a y.
Belleville
Tuesday
and
Carbondale Wednesday.

_SALE

Approximately
"two carloads" of
Eastern
students
will
be
at
the
Springfield meeting Thursday, Student
Body President Mick
Chizmar said
Wednesday.
Chizmar
said
that
some of the
students would tell why the increase
would hurt them personally.
"For example,. the student would

SLACKS
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Pregnancy ter 111ination.

We understand your

I problems. We care
about them.

Never feel alone.

values
s7oo_s 1500

Nows4ss.s999·

problems faced by women.
Unplanned pregnancies. Pregnancy avoidance.

(618) 451-5722.

PRICE

SHIRTS

The Hope Clinic for Women is dedicated to the special

For information or

over 600 pair
s600.s 2soo
_

Never feel alone

appointment, call

e
requested, contrary to a recent VA
bulletin which states the time from
request to arrival as 30 days. -The . bulletin also said that single
-¥eterans
in
school
full
time
will
receive $270 a month and that a
dependent
can
v e t eran
with
one
r e c e ive
$321
or · $366
for
two
dependants.
Miner said that any veteran who
yet
has
the
with
registered
not
Ve t e r a n s
Of f i c e - s h o uld
do
so
immediately. -The office is located in
the Student Services Building.

_

T he
H ope
Clinic
for
Women

An outpatient surgical center
tor the physical and emotional needs of a woman

'\

1602 21st �treet/Granite City, Illinois 62040

SWEAT RS.

ABORTIONS

Large Group

AT

1h

PRICE

WINTER COATS
30% -OFF
�UITS·SPORTCOATS
LEISURE SUITS .
20%-50% off
·BA YLES-MEDDER

The Ladies Center
CALL (800) 327-98�0/TOLL FREE
CALL (314) 991�050S/CqLLECT
I

DOWNTOWN
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE
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Editorial

,

BHE disregarded students in recommendation
of

typical

move

a

In

public

The board has S(Ct up a series of

halfway involved in higher education

Plan Phase IV, the higher education

was going to vote . But in all respect

boards that wish their actions didn't

hearings

voted

planning

have to be made public, The Board
Education

Higher

of

to ·endorse

Jan. 6

all

$60-$90 for

universities.

By a vote of

.
tuition hikes of

·

and

colleges

state

104, the members

decided

of the board

(BHE)

to

approve

a

budget for the state's institutions of

higher

education

tuition hikes.

that

included

the

Showing its true colors, the BHE

voted on the proposal when schools

across the state were not in session,

thereby eliminating the possibility of

any organized opposition from those
who will be

.

affected most

increases-the students.·
Of course

for

make

the

there

students,

their

is

still a chance

and

opinions

by the

others,

known

the planned tuition iRcrease .

to

about

document

tuition

planned

the

state on Master

the

across

includes

which

raises. Students

who feel strongly about the increase

should make plans to attend one of
the

let

and

. hearings

these

know what they think.

meetings

these

despite

However,

BHE

being set up, the fact remains that
the

board

hid behind the cove·r of

semester break in making its original
decision.
Since

the

effects

on

that

decision

board

could

was

making

drastic

have

college

I l linois

all

a

students, it could at least have had·
the

had

courtesy

resumed

decision.
The

t he

wait

to

wait

until

wouldn't

outcome.

until

making
have

Everyone

classes
that

changed

who

is.

in

the

to

the

should

BHE

the

students,

b·oard

the

how

knew

state

have held off until at least Tuesday
or Wednesday.
Besides

students

and

college

Illinois'

of

the

to

discourtesy

its

university students, the board did a

couple of other things which showed
it

didn't

have the best interests of

heart.

at

state

the

in

education

higher

some circles, such a ploy would be
·

known as blackmail.

that

voted

also

BHE

The

$1.8
the

to

be . added

. would

million

Illinois State Scholarship Commission
funds

(ISSC)

for

increase

to

tuition

the

offset

fina n c i a lly

students. That's all

and

well

needy

good,

except the ISSC came ·up about $5

million short in helping out students
last
do

year

any

and can't be expected to

better if the hike p�oposal

becomes reality.

i t s . . budget·

of

some

I n

university

u n fa vora b l e

supp o r ting

administrators
posi.t ion

the

•

put

board

the

rec ommendations,

tuition

of

in

the

either

hike

operating with a restricted budget.
Easterns'

In

case.

or

budget

the

$20.2 million with ihe
increase, $19.6 million without it. In
be

would

There

tuition

governor

is

will

still

and

not

a

good

up

go

legislature

possibility
as

have

approve the board's action. Still,

point

is

the

the
to

the·

BHE shoufd have had

more �pect for the people it was

malting

didn't

the

shows

decision
how

for.

little

thinks of the students.

That

the

it

board

Publication staffs will miss. the sloppy confines ofPemberton
Thursday begin$ "back-to-the-grind .. time for the
students of Eastern and also marks a new era for
the staffs of the university's Student Publications,
especially• the Eastern News for· the first time in
11 years, the News was not put toge :her. in the
basement of Pemberton Hall but instead r:ame from
the new facility in the 1Student Services Building.
It's kind of sad to note the passing of the Pem
of the News,
headquarters
the
as
Basement
Warbler and Vehicle. It was a comfortable place
to work in.
No one had to worry about being messy
,.. because the condition of the 44pit" was such that
a few more papers scattered here and there or
one more note �ritten on �'le wall didn't make a .
difference.
The walls and ceilings were a maze of exposed
steam and hot \Yater pipes which made conditions
in the office unbearable during warm, humid
weather.
Those same walls were gouged and dented from
temper tantrums thrown by editors who got upset
·t h e y
w ay
the
when things didn't
go
wanted, which happened trequenuy.
Of course, the walls couldn't be seen very well
as they were covered by papers of all sizes and
descriptions, some of them old and yellowing.
The greatest loss of the move however, was the
had the
loss of the editors wall, a wall t
signatures of all the editors from the time the
News first moved into Pem.
.
Another big loss will be the dart board which
the News staff kept in the editor's office and
used to inspire them when the creative juices were
notrung like
slowly. There's
little
flowing a
throwing a dart to take out one's frustrations.
Can't have a dartboard in the new place,
though. The holes in the walls wouldn't go along
with the brand new sparkling clean image the new
•

�

Jim
.lynch
facility is s.u6posed to provide ..
Another good thing about Pem was the phone
systein. There weren't as many lines but every
phone· had every line on it.
That's not the way things are now. Only one
phone has all the lines. So. if you call in and
have to wait a while for the person you want. to
.talk to, please don't get discouraged. It's not that
.the staff is trying to avoid you but just that it
has to walk fr0m one part of the building to the
other.
Too, the staffs . are afflicted by the problems
that beset all large moves-No one knows where
anything is and some things just plain didn't make
the trip from one place to the other. Either that
or they were lost in transit.
.
But, while the Student Services Building may
not be home to anyone for awhile, the News and
other Student Publications have given way to the
march of progress 'and time and have resolved to
make do with what they have gotten in exchange
for comfortable, dingy, old Pem Hall-which is an
new
excellent facility ·and some · brand
equipment.
A big plus for the Student Services Building is
. climate control. No longer ·will the summer staffs
have to sweat it out in Pem. Airconditioning is
available and no one will ever have to work in
just a pair of shorts again.
The original color of the floor is unknown in
Student Services just as it was in Pem but for
·

·
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Eastern Illinois University
Charleston, Illinois 61920
Thurlday, January 16, 1976
Editor�n-Chief • • • • • • • • • • . • • • .Jim Lynch
N-s Editor • • • • • • • • . • • • • • Berry Smith
Managing Editor • . • • • • • • • Debbie PHl'lon
•
Government Editor • • • • • • • • • • • Lori Miller
City Editor • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Marie Wisler
Campus Editor • • • • • • • • • • Sandy Pietrzak
Activities Editor • • • •·• • • • • • • Jim Dowling
Co-Sports Editors • • • • • • • • • • o...,., Shanks
Tim Yonke
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • and
PhOto Editor • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Scott WlllM!f
Ad Manager • • • • . . • • • c . . Mark Golowll<i
-Circulation Manager • . • • • • • . • Pete Zucco
Faculty Adviw, Eastern N-s • • • • • • • . • •
Stenseas
... . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Harlan

'

different reasons-the SSB has carpeting on the
floor while at Pem the paint had lost its futile
battle to thousands of pairs of feet, wearing off
long before the quarters were vacated.
Those thing, plus a battery on new typewriters
for the staff, some new typesetting equipment tO\._
eventually replace . the ailing IBM machines that
have been in almost constant use for the past
four or five years, will help to take the sting out
of the loss of the familiar surroundings.
Naturally things will take a bit of getting used
to-especially the new rules governing language.
...... Since everything in the new offices,. including
the main office, is close together· it wouldn't do
to have someone on the News pop out . with a
few well chosen cUss words while som:one important
.
is standing not 10 feet away.
News .staffer
a
hear
you
T h e r e f o r e, if
cursing under his or her breath on the way to
worlc, think nothing of it. They probably aren't
mad at anyone. It's just that they have to get all
that sort of thing out of their system before they
get in the office.
The biggest advantage, however to the placement
of the new journalism facility is that Financial
Aids is just down the hall which -means the
journalism students and publications staffers, who
are notorious for . runn ing out of money. won't
have to go too· far to beg some extra cash.
All letter s to the editor must be signed by the
' author. Nemes of authors will be. withheld on
request. however. Typewritten letters which are
doubl•speced 'and under 250 words will be given

.

priority for publication. Others will be considered
in light of available spaCB. The NEW S ,......, the
r�ht to edit ·Jett.. to confOFm to ......
Umttations.

Thursday, January

1ii:5

•••fer•••••
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Journalism moves to new quarters

· During -the
semester break, the Student
Publications and the Journalism Studies Program
were moved from the basement of Pemberton Hall
to the east wina ? f the Student Senices Building.
The move, whic? has been planned for some
time, was made m order to "consolidate the
Journalism Studies Program in one building and to.
site the Eastern News, Warbler· and Vehicle staffs
better quarters to work in," Jim Lynch, editor of·
.
the· News, said Tuesday·
·
tho
mOYe,
the
Journalism l Studies
Before
Propam
had
classes
in
three
buildinp-Pem,
Services . and
Coleman
Hall
and
the
Student
publications
staffs
worked
out . of
antiquated
quarters in the Pem basement.
With -the move of the Student Publications
Office, some 'of the phone numbers have been

p

.

changed: Before, all members of the
ublications
staffs and . faculty could be reached by dialing
581-2812.
The
new
numbers
are:
Daniel
Thornburgh, publications adviser; Harlan Stensaas,
News adviser; Jim Lynch , News editor, and main
office, .581-2812.
and
n e w s room,
Ad v e r t isin g . Depa r tmen t
581-2813.
Ji m . .R.o berts,
Reynolds, yearbook
581�814.

·

Journalism
adviser;

instructor;
and Warbler

·.

by

Paula
staff;

Scott Weaver

Sp o rt s
s t a ff
and
pub lications
darkroom,
581 281.S ·
Also, the offices of the journalism faculty have
moved to the second floor of the Student Services
B�ilding.

Jim

News photos

Lynch, editor; Debbie Pearson, managing editor; and

Barry Smith,
facilities.
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You and the· University
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Student Handbook

Published by the Office

of Student Activities and Organizations

The primary 11im of the Uni�'s program is to provide exc ellent
imtruction and an educational environment which will produce broadly
educated responsible citimns wlKrare prepared to serve and to lead in a
free society. In order to meet that aim, the University provides the
student with a wide range of services and to maintain proper
environment rules of conduct. This handbook is one of the means by
which the University informs the student body of the availability of its
•rvices and its regulations.
J

The Easterner is a resource and reference document for the use of the
students of this University: It is hoped that all students will retain a
copy for their use as the need for �formation arises.
'

Eastern Illinois University is ·a community made up of faculty, staff,
and students. Students are the most important part of that community
because 'they are the core-·of the institution. The EASTERNER'S
purpose is to wist the -student in meeting his educational and personal
.
goals.

Eastern Dlinois University

Board and other �ganization� .
c. Special Events and Coffeehouses are provided by the University
Board often for the benefit and enj9yment of students.
d. Lectures - The University BoarcUJ>onsors notable guest speakers
in appearances at EIU covering a wide range of interests.
·

e. Homecoming - EIU students and alumni take advantage of the
traditional activities which are included µi the Homecoming weekend.
The Saturday morning parade, the pep rally, the football game, the
concert and dance, and the crowning of the Homecoming Queen are a
few of the many traditional activities of th� EIU Homecoming.
f. Movies are presented weekly ·during the· entire school year by
the University Board and other organizations. Many are free and others
require a small fee.
g. Parents' Weekend - Each year a weekend in the fall is officially
designated as Parents' 'Weekend for the enjoyment of parents and
&mily of EIU students. The activities of the weekend include a conce�,
a football _same, a candlelight buffet, and various other activities.
,
·

h. Theatrical ,Productions - Throughout the year the Theater Arts
Department presents a number of plays ranging from oomical, musical,
dramatic, to classical. During the fall and -spring .semesters the 5
O'Clock Theater is presented weekly with the entire stage work being
done by EIU students. Once a year ·the Music Department and the
Theater Arts Department jOin together in one big production.
i. The Music Department has a full calendar of musical
presentations...by faculty and students for the benefit of the entire
campus community. Such presentations include vocal and instrum�tal
recitals, chorus concerts, band and orchestra concerts, jazi festival,
workshops and. clinics, and guest artists.
j. Publications - Eastern Illinois University is served by three
student publications:
THE EASTERN NEWS (the daily campus newspaper)
THE VEHICLE_(a student literary magazine)
THE WARBLER (the yearbook)
All of these publications are underwritten by student fees and
therefore no charge is made to students for them.
I

l . Radio Station WEIH - The campus radio station broadcasts
from Coleman Hall to provide entertainment for those students liVing in
the residence halls .

2. Athletics and Recreation

L Student Life -- Social
A. Activities

I.Entertainment andOther Activities

·

a. Concerts-Sponsored by University Board which enlivens the
extracurricular activities of the University. Pop concerts, mini-concerts,
as well as classical, are presented throughout the year for the enjoyment
of students, faculty, andfOmmunity re �dents.
b. Dances are Sl>onsored frequently on camI>us by the University

a. Intercollegiate Athletics - Eastern maintains teams for
intercollegiate competition in football, basketball, track and i.teld,
swimming, soccer, tennis, baseball,, g1;>lf; wrestling, gymnastjcs, and
cross country. A student who is a candidate for a team is expected to
meet requirements established by the National Collegiate Athletic
Association and to abide by the team rules and regulations determined
by the coach of the respective sport· relative to practice, training,
'
equipment, etc.
b. Intramural Athletics and Student Reaeation - All students are
invited to participate in the thirty sport intramural programs either as·
individuals or in association with members of an organization in which
they have affiliation. Established organizations may compete in
'
all-sports races planned for their needs.
Fraternities, independent groups, and residence halls compete in
separate divisions of. play. Representation in fraternity and residence
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sophomore at the time of th� election and have been a student of
Eastern Illinois University for at least two semesters prei;eding the
election.

hall competition is limited to membership in the5e organimtions.

Independent groups include students who wish to join together for
purposes of competing for the all-year trophy or engage in play for its
recreational benefits. Generally, there are separate leagues for each
division in team sports which include flag football, soccer , bowling,
basketball, ice hockey, volleyball, waterpolo , and softball. Individual
type activities including archery, badminton , basketball free throw,
cross oountry, racquetball, riflery, trapshooting, track relays,
swimming, table tennis, weight lifting , and wrestling and con�ucted on
a meet or tournament plan. Any individual who is not a member of a
fraternity, residence hall, or independent organiution but who wishes
to compete in the intramural program may submit his name to tpe
Intramural Office on the ground level of Lantz Building. First place
team or individual trophies are awarded in each sport to championship ·
groups. The team or organiution having the most points in · its
respective division at the end of the school year will receive an all-sports
trophy:

3. Student Senate - The Student Senate is a representative body of
all EIU stUdents. The officers and members are elected by popular vote.
The Student Senate promotes unity and understanding among students,
faculty and �dministration . The Senate is concerned with matters
pertaining to . student welfare , student activities, and student
participation in u�versity planning and administration . It serves as the
instrument of student expression on any subject . Regular meetings are
held weekly during the semester/session.
The Student Senate is composed of 30 senators elected from four
districts: six from the Greek District, six from the Residence Hall
' district, six from the Off-Campus District , and twelve from the
At-Large District. The Speaker of the Senate is chosen by the senators
at the beginning of each semester/session. A senator must be eligible fo
vote in the district he represents an4 must be in good academic standing
at the time of his election.
The Student Senate has a number of standing oommittees,
including : Academic Affairs, Governance , Housing , Human Relations,
.
Political Studies, and Public Relations.

4. Student-Faculty Boards
The Student-Faculty Boards ooordinate various activities on
E.l.U.'s campus. The Student Body President appoints the student
members to each Board (such appointments approved by the Student
Senate) and the Faculty Senate appoints the faculty members. A
student may express a preference for Board membership by petitioning
the Student Body President. Any student who is in good academic
standing is eligible to become a member of a Student-Faculty Board .
The Student-Faculty Boards are :
(a) Apportionment Board - This board is the budget committee
that allocates student fees to the other Student-Faculty boards and the
University Board.
(b) Communications-Media Board - The controling board for the
student newspaper, radio station, and the debate team.
,,

c. Student co-Recreation - Students are invited to participate in
the co-recreation program in the Lantz Building. All playing equipment
will be provided but students must supply their ,- personal athletic
clothing including swimming gear (Illinois law requires bathing caps for
women and men with long hair.) Temporary lockers in dressing rooms
are available but valuables are the responsibility of the owners. It is
suggested that sutdents bring. their locks. There are no charges.
Organiz.ed co-recreational activities include. badminton, basketball,
riflery, softball; table tennis, trap shooting, and volleyball, all offered
during the appropriate season. Sports club s · conducted through the
Intramural Office include groups in badmnton , karate , scuba diving,

·

•

and square dancing.
d. Women's Recreation
(1) Intercollegiate Athletics - Eastern provides one of the most
highly diversified and extensive intercollegiate programs in lliinois and'
the Midwest. Teams are maintained in field hockey, wlleyball,
basketball, softball, gymnastics, badmilton, fencing.golf, tennis, track
and field,' and swimming. A student who is a candidate for a team is
expecfed to -meet requirements -established by the Association for
Intercollegiate Athletics for Women as well as those established by the
lliinois Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for Women .

(2) All women students are invited to · participate in the'
recreational and intramural sports program. Activities are ixovided in
individual, dual, team, and co-recreational sports, including badmint.on,
canoeing, bowling, tennis,.. golf, track and . field, modem dance,
synchronized swimming, folk and square dance , volleyball, basketball,
softball , baitcasting, and fencing. Sororities, independent groups, and
residence halls compete in separate divisions of competition .

B. Your Student Government
1 . Student Government Offices -·The Student Government Offices
are located in the Activity Center on the second floor of the Union
addition. The phone number is 58 1 -5 522.
2. Student Body Officers - The Student Body Officers include the
President, Executive Vice-President, Financial Vice-President, Board of
Governors' representative, and Collective Bargaining representative.
These officers are elected by ,the entire student body and serve a term
of one year. To be eligible for these offices a student must be at least a

(c) Health Service Board - The advis0ry board for the University
Health Service.
(d) Intercollegiate Athletic Board · The board which administers
the programs for men and women in intercollegiate athletics.
(e) Performing and Visual Arts Board - This Board has
responsibility for the programs for art , theatre , and music. The
programs are done in conjunction with the Department of Music,
Theatre Arts, and Art.
(f) Publications Board - This boar d is the governing board for the
literary publication VEHICLE and the yearbook WARBLER .
(g) Sports and Recreation Board - All the intramural programs for
men and women at Eastern- are admnistered by this board through the
. intramural department.

5. University Board
The University Board, an arm of Student Senate, provides an
activities program for E J .U . students. Activities planned by the
University Board include concerts (major and mini), fme arts, lectures,
dances, travel tours, coffeehowies, movies, etc. All E.I.U. students are
eligible for membership on the University Board . Standing Committees
are Coffeehouser Concert, Fine Arts, Homeooming, Lecture , Movies,
Personnel, Publicity, Reaeation , and Special Events. Special
committees include Cheerleaders, Pink Panthers, Council for the United
Nations, Travel, and Ushering. Forms for petitioning for University
Board membership may be. obtained in the office of Student Activities
ru;td Organizations, Room 31(), Union Addidtion.

C. Organizatic:>ns
A list of student organizations may be obtained from the office of
Student Activities and Organizations in the Union .

D. Policies and Regulation s
Governing Organizations
1 General
(a) The Office of the Director of Student Activities and
Organizations has the responsibility for official University recognition
of student Organizations.
(b) A national student organ�tion whose charter or constitution
contains a discriminatory clause shall not be permitted to colonize on
E.l.U.'s campus nor shall any local student organization whose charter
or constitution contains such a clause . � student organization shall

.
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. All social events to be held on campu_s must be approved by the
Dir�cto� of S udent Acrivities and Organizations and registere d at the
Uruversity Uruon. (Forms available at University Union Office.)
(h) Extra-Curricular Activities

Meet the senate

�

(1 ) General

�

(a) Student organization sponsore d extr -curricular activities
at�nded by both men and women on campus must be approved by the
Dtr�cto � of St.udent Activities and Organi7.ations, then registered at the
UruverSity Umon. (Forms available at University Union Office .)
(b) Extra-curricular activities sponsored by student organiiations
shall be conducted in such a manner that standar ds of good behavior '
..
good taste, and safety are observed .
(c} An extraaeurricular activity will be regarded as an all-University
function if:
.
...It is · sponsored by the University, by an authorized board or
.
mte�departmental committee of the University, by an authorized board
or m�er epar�ental committee of the University, by a student
organ �at �on �hich represents the entire student body, or by a student
organJZat1on m which membership is restricted to those registered at
the University; and
·
...It is open to all students and facilitie s used are adequate to
accommodate at one performance of the event at least 600 students at
the University or,
. ..It is sponsored by a closed group but is open to all students for
the purpose of rai�ing funds for a campus-wide , community, or public
.
proJect of general mterest .

�

(2) Regulations Relative to Visiting Speakers
select members without restriction based on race, religion, or national
origin. The purpose and the program of the organization shall not be in
"'COnfl.ict with the University's established policy on nondiscrimination .
(c) Official recognition involves permission to use the University
I
name, its facilities and services.

2 Requests for Recognition

� following procedure is to be observed :
.

(a) A conference with the Director of Student Activities and
Organizations.
(b) A petition signed by no less than ten student members of the
group requesting recognition shall be filed with the Director of Student
Activities and Organi7.ations.
(c) rwo individuals who are willing to sponsor the group shall also
sign the petition. One of ttie sponsors must be a faculty member; the
other may be any adult who is not an undergraduate student and who is
approved by the Director of Student Activities and Organizations.
(d) Granting of Recognition
(1 ) Official University recognition is grante d by the Difector of
Student Activitie$ and Organi7.ations following the approval of the
Student Senate. ,
(2) A newly recognized group will be notified in writing of this
official recognition by the Director of Student Activities and
Organizations .
(3) Official recognition of an organization shall be on a basis for
one academic year. The program of that organization may be reviewed
by the Director of Student Activities and . Organizations with the
Governance Committee of the Student Senate.
·

(e) Continuance of Recognition

(1) All organizations should submit names of their officers and
spon9:>rs to the Director of Student Activities and Organi7.ations.
Fraternities and sororities also should submit names of members to this
office.
(2) Approval .must be secured from the Office of the Director of
Student Activities and Organizations for any revision or amendment to
the constitution and by-laws of the organization . .
(3) The treasurer of a student organization whose accounts are
kept in the Office of Business Services must have the co-signature of the
faculty sponsor and all vouchers submitted to the cashier .
(4) All organizations must comply with University rules and
regulations. The University does not recognize a campus organization as
an official spokesman of the institution .

(f) Faculty Sponsors
A sponsor should assume the responsibility of keeping fully
informed of the activities of the organization as well as providing
guidance and counsel to keep the organization within its objectives as
stated in the constitution. He is expected to be present at all events and
projects (including meetings) sponsored by the organization .
(g) Scheduling of Events

(a) The University approves, without individual sautiny, speakers
sponsored by:
. ..De�artments and duly co�stituted committees of the University.
...National learned, profesSional and honorary societies or their
recognized local chapters.
(b) When a request for space is filed with the University Union
Scheduling Secretary falling within the above stipulations, the request
�hall be �eferred to the Director of Student Activities and Organizations
if the Dtrector of Arrangements doubts the validity of the sponsoring
group.
...Any student organiiation officially recognized by the University
must, acting as an organization, secure the approval of its adviser for
meetings to be sponsored by the organization and addressed by visiting
speakers.
... Any organization making use of University premises assumes
respcnsibility for conducting its meeting in a manner consistent with
the dignity and welfare of the University
.. .Publicity relative to meetings held on the University campus
shoul� state clearly the sponsorship .
·

(3) Participation in Extra-Curricular Activities
�a) A s!udent is eligible to hold an office in a campus organization
. m good academic standing.
only if he is
(b) No student may hold more than one of the following major
campus offices at any one time :
President of the Student Bpdy
Vice-President of the Student Body
Financial Vice President of the Student Body
Speaker of the Student Senate
BOG Representative
Collective Bargaining Representative
President of Panhellenic Council
President of a fraternity
President of a sorority
President of Residence Hall Association
Chairperson of University' Board
Editor of EASTERN NEWS
Editor of WARBLER
Editor of VEHICLE
(c) Participation in intramural athletics is gowrned by the rules
and regulations of the Intramural Office and the Sports and Recreation
Board.
.
(d) Participation in intereollegiate athletics is governed by the
eligibility rules of the College Division of NCAA.

E. Social Events
1 . Defi nition: A social event is defmed by the University as any
social function involving both sexes sponsored by a University approved
organization and guests.
·

2. On-Campus Event Supervision
'
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a. Residence . Halls
(1) :Each social event held in the resident halls shall be attended by
at least. one resident hall counselor or his designated representative .

(2) In

the residence halls, the re sponsibility for the general
conduct of . any social event shall be fixed upon the officers of the
sponsoring orgaruzation as well as the designate d "student in charge ."
b·. Other University Property
(1) Dances held in the Union Ballroom, McAfee Gym, or Lantz
Gym shall be supervtsed by one or more authorized adults (event
supervisors) designated by the Director of Arrangements. Costs of
hiring event supervisors shall be borne by the sponsoring student .
organizations.

(2) :Each social event held on University property shall have a
designated "student in charge " who is responsible for the conduct of
the event and who shall identify himself to the event supervisor.

3. Off-Campus Events
.
a: Events held in fraternity and sorority houses, rented halls, and
hotels and motels are considered off-campus events. Also included are
hayrides and picnics.
b. Off-campus and residence hall events may be registered with the
Scheduling Secretary. This may be done verbally.
c. The University does not approve nor assume any responsibility
for off-campus events or the conduct of students at such events.

4. Time, Place and Conduct
a. Social events held Sunday through Thursday in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union and other University facilities shall
end by 1 1 PM.

·

b. No social events shall be. held during final examination periods
nor on the day (Study Day) preceding the final examination perio d.
c. The responsibility for the general conduct of any social event
shall be fixed upon the officers of the sponsoring organization .

Educational-Vocational Career libracy is open to all students during
regular office hours. Library assistance is provided by a graduate
assistant on a scheduled basis.

the Center also provides a broad range of service s in the area of te sting.
Testing service to students involves primarily the use of psychological
tests to promote self-understanding . Tests most often used for this
purpo se fall in the categories of aptitude, intere st, values, and
personality.

C. Financial Aids

the Office of Financial Aids, ·located on the lower level of the
Student Services Building, assists in matters pertaining to the financial
need of students. It adm inisters programs dealing with student loans ,
scholarships, state and federal benefits. (See University catalog.) A
small loan fund for the use of eligible women students is administered
by the �elate Dean, Student Personnel Services.

D. ·Student Employment

Students desiring part-time employment may file their applications
with the employment oounselor in the Office of Financial Aids, Room
9-B, Student Services Building. Referrals of qualified candidates are
made as vacancies are report�d. There are approximately 1 ,500
on;eampus jobs.

Campus jobs are governed by the approved student employment
regulations which also include special summer provisions. The
regulations require student employees to be full-time students in good
standing. No student may hold two campus jobs simultaneously.
Students are paid a minimum of $2 .20 per hour and may work up to
ninety hours per month.
The eligibility of any student desiring employment under the federal

College Work-Study Program is determined after the receipt of a
''Parents' Confidential Statement ." the minimum rate of pay is $2 .20
per hour an d the maximwn number of hours approved per week is
twelve. Application may be made with the employment counselor, 9-B,
Student Services Building .
Off-campus jobs are available also . Referrals are made to the
vacancies in the same manner as for those on-campus.

II. University Services

A. Academic Advisement

·

The Academic Advisement Center was organized in 1 965 as an effort to
provide a centralized , integrated and cohesive unit for the academic
counseling of freshmen and sophomores. The center is staffed by
personnel professionally qualified in guidance, counseling and student
personnel services and experientially trained in academic programming.
All new freshmen , and transfers with relatively few hours of college
level academic work, are assigned an advisor in the Center. The Advisor
assists in the selection ·of courses appropriate to the student's selected
major concentration. The Center also serves as a first-line referral
agency for student problems indieating the need for attention by the
Counseling and Testing Center , Health Service , Financial Aids, etc.

While , students are required to . meet with their advisors during
pre-enrollment periods, they also are encouraged to meet often with
their advisors to discuss such matters as admission to teacher education ,
fulfillment of general education requirements, etc.
The goal of the Center is to provide the new student with a focal point
for contact on academic matters during his first few terms in college
after which he will be transferred to an academic advisor in his major
department . The departmental advisor then has the objective of giving
greater depth, breadth and intensity �f counseling in the major and
career objectives .

B. Counseling and Testing
The Counseling and Testing Center is provided for use by both students
and faculty. In serving students, two functions are given priority. One is .
developmental - to promote student growth with particular emphasis
given to personal characteristics and inter-personal competencies. The
other is remedial - to help students solve specific educational ,
problems.
The Center offers assistance in the following areas to all university
students: (1) vocational choice and decision making; (2) personal and
s o cial a djustment ; a n d (3) educational development. An

E. Student Health and .
Accident Insurance

BY action "of the Board of Governors, each full-time student is assessed

a fee' for group health and accident insurance administered by the
University to supplement services performed by the University Health
Service . Insure d students are eligible to purchase identical coverage for
their dependents providing application and payment is made within ten
calendar days following official registration day each semester (five
days summer term). Coverage for summer may be purchased also by ·
part-time or non-enrolled students (and for their dependents) if they
were covere d the previous spring semester. Payment for this special
.

summer insurance mm! be made prior tc the close of the Spring
.>·
. Semester.

,The group policy provides for maximum of $10,000 for hospital,
slirgical, and major medical expenses incurred within fifty-two weeks of
the date of the first medical treatment of the injury of sickne� as
provided for under the provisions of the contract. Benefits. payable for
a mental or nervous condition shall not exceed $5,000 .
.
,;
.
.
Prior to the tenth calendar day of the semester (five days summer
term) students and/or parents {for students under 21) who can produce
evidence of equal· or better coverage may make application for a refund
of the insurance fee by completing a form available in the Office of
Fmancial Aids. Students whose fees are paid by the Illinois State
Scholarship Commission or the Division of Vocational Rehabilitation
are not eligible for the refund. Students who participate in the
Intercollegiate Athletic program are ·advised not to apply for the
refund.

lnformatiom concerning the insurance may be obtained in the Office of
Financial Aids; Room 8-B, Student Services Building.

F. Health Service
-Location : Clinical Services Building, comer of Hayes and Seventh
Streets
Hours: Monday through Friday, 7:30 a.m. to 4 p.m:
Phone : 58 1-301 3
Out-patient services are awilable during the hours as indicated above. A
nurse also is available until 1 1 p.m. daily during the week and from I O
a.m . un�il 5 p.m: on Saturdays . During these hours a physician is on
call for emergencies . The Charleston Ambulance Service {345-2131)
also can be contacted in an emergency for transportation of severe
injuries or illnesses. Further information concerning the Health Service
may be obtained by referring to the University Health Service brochure
and the insurance brochure proVided by the Financial Aids Office.

G. Housing
1. General

The Office of Student Housing has the responsibility for the
operation of the residence halls, food service s, and married apartments.
Basic responsibilities include programming, counseling, applications,
contractual arrangements, maintenance, repairs and rehabilitation of
buildings and the administrative duties involved in the enforcement of
University housing policy including the requirement that Freshman and
Sophomore students live in University Residence Halls according to the
following:

UNIVERSITY HOUSING POLICY
All Eastern Illinois University students classified as fre shmen and
10phomores {less than 60 semester hours of credit) will be required to liw
in university residence halls. Students who acquire the required hours

for junior standing {60 semester hours of credit) during the school year
wD1 be permitted to select their , place of residence at the end of the
semester in which they attain the required hours .
Students who have liwd in EIU residence halls for four semesters, but
who have not yet attained junior standing {60 semester hours) , will be
considered to have met the freshman-sophomore musing requirements .
(Two summer terms of reside�ce. equals one semester.)
Students who are married, live at home with parents within a fifty-mile .
radius of Charleston, veterans with one or more years of active service,
m students who afe twenty-one-years of age or older are exempt from
this housing policy.
·

PROCEDURAL -GUIDELINES FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF TIIE
HOUSING POLICY
•

1 . Requests for exceptions to the Freshman.Sophomore Housing Policy
which requires freshman and ·sophomore students to live in
university residence halls should be made in writing to the Office
of Student Housing. Reason(s) for the request should be stated on
the application for an exception. Completion of all of the proper
forms will be required prior to any decision of the request . The
student will be advised in writing of the fmal decision regarding his
request .
2. In the event a Residence Hall Judicial or Standard Council suspends
or disnmses a freshman or ·sophomore student from the residence
hall and all appeals through the Univer�ity Court System have
been exhausted, the President of the university will take action
necessary to suspend or dism� the student from the university.

3. Freshman and sophom<X"e students found living illegally will be
require d to move into the residence halls before being permitted
to register for another semester. The term of illegal residence adds
an additional semester to the student's obligation to the residence
halls. (Example :· is a student moves off campus illegally during his
last semester as a sophomore, he will then be required to live in a
residence hall during his first semester as a junior- to repay the
semester he lived illegal.) The intent is that students coming to
Eastern as freshmen will spend four semesters (two summers equal
one semester) in the living-learning atmosphere of the residence
halls .

The following are examples of what the university considers "living
illegally" (not meant to be all-inclusive):
a. Students who live at home with their parents and commute daily
with the distance one way being greater than fifty miles.
b. Students who live in a fraternity or _sorority house without written
permission from the Office of Student Housing .
c. Students who live in. housing other than the university residence
halls "and who have not attaine d the required credit hours , or ·
who have not lived in the residence halls for four semesters.
d. Students who have been granted perrnis,,ion to live in a fraternity
or sorority house ' b ut then move to housing (apartments, et c.)
other than the university residence halls.
APPEAL PROCEDURE
,

The appeal procedure foITowing a denial of a request for an exception
to the Freslµnm-Sophomore Housing Policy is as follows:
1 . After receipt of the denial letter, an applicant may appeal in writing
to the Director of Student Houmg, stating the reason{s) for the
appeal. An appeal must be made within three (3) calendar days after receipt of the denial letter. Copies of the application materials , .
correspondence, and other pertinent information will be furnished to ,
the Director of Student Housing for his consideration . The applicant
will be advised in writing by the Director of Student Housing of his
acceptance or denial of the appeal and the applicant 's right of further
appeal.
2. An appeal of the decision reached by the Director of Student
Housi;ng shall be made in writing to the Vice President for Student
Affairs stating the reason{s) for the . appeal. An appeal must be
made within three (3) calendar days after the receipt of the letter
from the Director of Student Housing. Copies of the application
materials, correspondence, and other pertinent information will be
furnished to the Vice President for Student Affairs for his
consideration. The decision of the Vice President for. Student
Affairs will be communicated to the applicant in writing with
copies to the Director of Student Housing.
No exceptioh will be granted unless in writing by a univ�rsity official
who is a part of the appeal proc�·ss.
.
Freshman and sophomore students will have 21 days in which to
complete the necessary forms, submit required .information to
substantiate the request, and appeal through the stated procedure.
•

If tliere are questions relative to this procedure, please contact the
Office of Stqdent Housing, Student Services Building {58 1 -S l 1 1)�

5. Solicitation and/or Distribution
1 . Persons w�hing to campaign in University Residence Halls or
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University apartments must register with the office of the Dean,
Student HoUSing.
2. AnNncliviciual or organU.ation wmmg to sell, distribute literatme ,
campaign or petition: must register with the Office of the Director,'
Student Housing and receive the approval of the individual hall ,
g0\.ernment, if neeesry
st .
3. Use of Residence Hall Facilities - Residence Hall 1acilitie1 afe
designed for use by the residents only.
exception must �
approved by the Otllce of the Director , Stu41en.t
the
respectjve Residence Hall Counselor and the Hall goveriiment , if
,
·

·

.

·

necessary.

·Aity

·ll»uling�

'

· H.'Identification Cards

' New students must puicliase an identification card with a photo for $2.
H a stuiient loses his ID card, the lo� should be reported immediately
to Assistant Dean, Student Personnel · Services, Student Services
Building, and apply for a new ID. An additional fee of $2 is charged for
the new ID. ·
H an ID is mutilated or broken, and tmned in, or the student has a
name c}\ange, the charge for a repla¢ement is $2.
For the remainder of the student's enrollment, the card is validated
each semester. A part-time student is-not eligible to have his ID card
. validated so it is necessary for him to carry his paid fee eard and ID
card.
Full-time studentS should bring .their �d fee card to pick up their
permanent ID card or to have it •lidated. The ID card· is
non-transferrable, that is, no student may use another student's ID
card. ID cards are used when pashing checks, getting textbooks,
checking out books from the library, -attending all student activities,
and for residence hall food service, They shouls be carried at .all times.
1 "

Notice : Birthdays are checked. H ineorrect date of brth ii :given , a
charge of $2 will be imposed for a new ID with the correct brthday on

-

tt.

Falsification « records can
University.

be

gro1Dlds for dismissal from the

PUBLISHERS' EXIDBIT materials are located in · the East
Reading �oom in the older partof Booth Library. Materials available
include textbooks; workbooks and manuals on the elementary and
secondary level from over 40 publishers and al!K> courses of study for
elementary and secOI).dary schools. Materials are to be checked out at
the desk in the SMC.
JUVENILE COLLECTION is a collection of books for children
of all ages and is available for use by faculty who teach and students
who study children's literature. It is kept in room 132, on the first
floor of the new building . Since most books in the collection were
transferred froi:n the former Laboratory School library, their cards
at. present use the Lab. School location symbol.
D. PERIODICALS COLLECTION - located in the Periodicals
Room on the top floor of the new addition , houses unbound and
bound volumes of all periodicals with the exception of newspapers
on microfilm , which are part of the microform collection in the
SMC, and titles with reference value, whose call numbers include the
Ref. location sign and which are kept in the Reference Department .
Printed catalogs in the Periodical and Reference rooms provide
alphabetical listings of all titles received .
•.

NEWSPAPERS are kept in the Popular Reading Room adjacent
to the Perio dicals Room , while the large microform collections of
back issues of newspapers are kept in the central microform
collections in the SMC.
•

- E. BIBLIOGRAPHY AREA
thete is a Bibliography Area
adjacent to the growid floor stacks,- Booth �"br&ry Addition . Here
are found the National Union Catalog, Cumulati-.e Book Index,
Catalogue Francais, British Museum Catalogue, and other
publications useful for finding authors, tttles, publishers, dates of
publication and prices.
-

·

'

· L Booth Library
I . Library Services

r

.
B. REFERENCE SERVICES - The Reference Rooni- is located
in Room 137- on the main floor of the Booth Lt"brary Addition.
Encycloj>edjas, dictionaries, Special reference books in various fields,
abstracts and periodical indexes may be used in this room. Other
materials available in the Reference Room mclude pamphlets,
pictures, college catalogs, telephone directories, maps, �d EIU
master the!!eS .
C. SELF.STUDY MATERIAlS CENTER (SMC) · The SMC is
located in the West Reading Room of the main floor of the old
library building. It's services include:
·_

MEDIA LIBRARY, which is located in the northeast corner of
the SMC. The collections of music records, spoken word, slides,
filmstrips, video tapes and mOdular A-V units are kept here with a
variety of audio-visual equipment such as record; tape and video
players, slide projectors and electronic study carrels. Computer
printouts provide help in finding the needed materials; Electronic
calculators are also available.
·

F. DOCUMENTS - The Documents Collection includes U.S.
Federal and Illinois State documents and recent U.N. publications. A
slide-tape orientation program is available at the Media library.
Consult the Monthly Catalog of U.S. Government Publications at the
Documents Section between the East and West Reading Rooms or in
the Index Section of the Reference Room. Check out documents at
the SMC desk during regular homs.
·

A. GENERAL BOOKSTACKS - °lhe general . bookstacks are ..
located on the gro1Dld floor and on the intermediate lelels of tht old
and new building, and on the first floor and the uppec level of the
old building. The collection can be reached through the door opening
from the m8in west entrance lobby of Booth library Addition , from
the Reference · R0om, and from stairways in the Documents stacks·
area in the old building. The Circulation Deck is located on the main
(first) floor of the new addition . Directions for securing books are
located near the card catalog on the same floor . A valid EIU
identification card must be preiented when borrowq any library
materials.

._

RESERVE MATERIALS, books, reference materials and
which are required reading for University courses are
shelved behind the desk of the SMC. A-V materials on reserve are
available in the Media library. Materials checked out at these desks
must be returned there. All reserve mateiials are listed in computer
. printouts located near the SMC Desk and Media �"brary . A copy of
the reserve list is also available at the Reference Desk.

periodicaJs

MICROFORM COILEC110NS� (microfilm, microfiche and
) microcards), with the exception of the periodicals on microform, are
kept in the SMC. While the microform copies of out-of-print books,
. dissertations and newspapers are listed in the main Public Catalog,
most of the materials on microform are not listed in the Public
Catalog. Tue reader should check the special indexes and guides
developed for the special oolJections, each housed near the
appropriate collection. The necessary equipment for viewing and for
making hard copy prints is located next to the collections._

·

G. JNTER-UBRARY LOAN �;fs_ an arrangemmt whereby
faculty and graduate stucjents may borrow material by mail from
other libraries. This service is available fo- undergraduates also with a
written authoriz.ation from the class instructor . The transactions are
handled by the Refeience Dep&rtment.
-

H. R. & R ROOM � the Read and Relax Rooin is located at the
northwest comer of the East R�ding Raom on the main floor. of the
old building. This · room has a high quality quadraphonic system
through which students can listen to their favorite tunes. In addition
this room houses current best selling books, popular paperbacks and
new books acquired by Booth library.

oJ I·

2. Circulation Policies.
...

. Loan Period
R�serve books

2-houf periocb cluring day
overnight 1 hour \tefore' closing

Renewals-if another copy is
available on Reserve Room shelves

General Stack
Ubrary books

� days with the right to renew
Tor 30 days unless someone else

Fines

25c 1 st hr.
lOc hr.
thereafter.
lOc per day .

,

.

I

�ege catalogs

To be used in library

Bound Periodicals

Checked out to faculty only

J
j 'Pie. Reading C�ter is located in the Buzzard Education Building,

_

.

.

: Overnight from 1 hour before closing No rmes.
to 1 hour after opening next day

Room 225.

'

L. Speech andHearing Clinic

BOOKS AND F,INES Ordinarily, notices are mailed to the
students who have not paid their fines. Tramcripts_will not be issued
to students with unclear records. A_!¥>minal proceasing charge of
$4.00 is added to the &t pri� of lost or damaged books to oover
added oosts of acquiring and cataloging replacements. Students with
overdue books from preceding �esters are denied service witil
books are returned m paid fQr. Material taken . from the . h"brary
wihout being properly charged 9ut results in a fine; the amount
(determined by the library) will be not Jess than $5.00 for each
offense.
•

The Speech and Hearing Clinic located in the Clinical Services.
Building is available to serve the : students. Each mtering student
must have his speech and hearing checked. If there is need for extra
. speech work, it is fitted into Im schedule in two half-hour sessions
each week. The clinical work oontinues as long as is necessary.
Hearing Clinic provides assistance for students · with hearing
problems if necessary . A student may be called to the dinic as a
result of his entrance tests, may be referred by a faculty member, or
.he may oome in and request assistance . ·

·

I.D. CARDS · If a student should lose his identification card, he
should report t� fact immediately to all public service .desks'in the
h"brary (Circulation, Reference, · Self.Study Materials Center and
Media library). Otherwi1e, he will be held responsible for any Booth
library books or other materials charged out to his identification
.
· nUlllber.
·

,

M� Textbook Library
'

The Textbook library, · located in thi South Wing cX Pemberton
Hall, iqoYides a textbook rental service . Through this service all basic

.

should be reported
" LOST LIBRARY MATERIALS
immediately" at the desk where they were charged out , so that the
fine procedure can be stopped and the "lost" procedure can be
instituted.
•

·

•

I

To be used in library

.

-

Each semester, a credit reading and study imp-ovement course is
offered for univ�sity students seeking guidance and practice with
! essential readfug and study skills . Specific �ala are to help students
1 practice efficient study habits, develop better study attitudes,
develop more versatile readmg vocabularies, improve skills d
oomprehension, develop flexibility in rate of reading, and help
students increase reading speed. �tudents may enroll in GST 1000 :
Reading and Study Improvemmt, during the regular registration :
; period.

·

1

Unbound .
Periodicals

-

IC Reading Center

Overnight and due at 10 a.m. on the No fines.
teaching ooursts 1 day following the day they are
checked out
Microfilm materials To be used in h'bmry
.

·-

Career oounseling services and occupational inforrilation materials
are available to all students. Placemmt oonsultants provtde specific
services in the areas of placemmt ooumeling and guidance for
certification of teachers, . C!lJ'eer plannbg in. bu:sfuess, induStry or
government agencies, the curr iculum offered relative to the subject
or subject fields in which the candidates desire . to work, and
major-minor combinations which are in greatest demand.

No fines.

Tuttbooks arid -

Reference books

THE �NJR -

�dents who attained . senior Standing. The Center furnishes the
catJ.didate•s aedentials to prospecti¥e employers and offers other
services fundammtal to their �ection of employees.

,hunqueltecUt.
Pictures, paniphlets �Two weks

I

textbooks used in oourses throughout the University are issued to,
students. Book rental is a part of the semester fees and is paid at the
time of registration.

·

· .

-

·

Rented textbooks must be returned in satisfactory condition by

CHECKING DESK � as each person starts to leave the building
from the stairs leading down from the main floor or from the ground
tloor stacks leadfug up tow•ds the west door , he is required to place
books and other materials f<:« inspection on the checking desk
_ .located at the west exit.

S :00 of the day following the last day of the semester. Books may be
returned in any quantity at any time prior to this time. If a oourse is

.

. dropped at any time during the semester, the books for that course ·
are to be returned immediately. A penalty of S 1 .00 per book will be
assessed for failing to .return any textbooks prior to ..,.he ,
aforemmtioned· deadline. ·

·

Since the Jilxary stacks are open, t� is the only method of oon�ol.
SERVICE · no service is available at the Circulation Desk during
the final ten minutes that the lilrary is open .

J. Career Placement C�nt_er
RegiStration m re-registration with the Career Planning and
Placement Cmter is recommended for all degree candidates. The
Career Planning and Placement Center seeks to help graduates secure
positions for which they are · qualified and furnishes prospective
employers with pertinent information ·about the applicants. It also
maintains a follow.up service, including a program of visits and
reports from employers and persons placed. Placement services are
free to students y.rho qualify.
·

Teacher Placemmt Services are available to undergraduates who
have been in attendaD.ce at Eastern for a -year , who have been
admitted to a teachers education curriculum and have attained senior
standing. Graduates who hold a degree other than B.S. in Ed. are .
eligible for teacher placement services if requirements for a regular
teacher's certificate are met. Graduate students may register for
placement if they have attended Eastern Illinois University for one
semester and have earned 1 0 semester hours of graduate aedit
toward a master's degree. This credit may include graduate extension
oourses offered off campus. Alumni may re-register by bringing their
aedentials up to date and payng a fee of SS.
Industrial ; and Business Placement Services are available to

Students who lose or suspecHhat .a textbook has been stolen from
them should report their loss to the Textbook 'l.1'brary management
as soon as poSSt"ble. The management will inform the students of the
requirements Concerning the loss. An unclear record fee of S 1 .00 per
book is imposed if a student fails to return one <:« more books prior
to the day and time specified in paragraph two. However. this fee is
not imposed for the lost or stolen books that haw been reported to
the Textbook library management p-ior to noon of the day
following the last day of the semester or session. A11 such incidents
of loss must be rep«ted in person and the student identification card
must be presented.

·

·

- N. King University Union
The Martin Luther King, Jr :;umversity Union serves as a center
for student, faculty, alUlllni and oommunity groups. The Union was
finariced through the sale of revenue bonds without the use of any
state tax money. Because of the nature of the financing, the revenue
producing departmmts must be operated and maintained on a
self-supporting basis.
·

-

·

1 . General Services
-

(a) Scheduling · The Arrangements Office is located in the main
Union cXftces in the west whg of the Union . All scheduling and
arrangements for University facilities other than for academic use
must be done through the office of the Director of Arrangements

(Ph. 581 -3861)

·•
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(b) Lobby Shop and "Ye Olde Sw,,eet Shoppe" The lobby
shop, in the main concourse, is both a store and information center.

2. Regula tions.

•

(a) Building Hours:
Monday through Thursday 7:00 a.m. to 1 1 :30 p.m.
Friday 7:00 a.m. to 12 midnight
Saturday 8:00 a.m. to 12 midnight
Sunday 8:00 a..m . to 1 1 :30 p.ni .

A �e selection of candy, tobacco items and newspapers are
.
available.

(c) The Panther lair Also located on the main floor of the
Union is the Panther Lair Snack Shop which features a menu of short
orders, soft drinks, and plate lunches.

·

•

·

(d) T.V. Rooms Two rooms for color T.V . vie�ing are located
in the connecting bridge.

b. Scheduling of Facilities

•

(e) Cafeteria - Located on the first floor of .the Union , the
cafeteria area provides full service cafeteria meals for students,
parents, and guests. On the west side of the cafeteria is the express
line, �his area provides quick service and b1�dget meals.

(f) Recreation - The Union has a 1 2 lane bowling alley offering
a number of leagues, classes and open bowling. A billiard room with
I 0 tables is located in the basement and pinball is awilable in the
Snack Shop for cainpus wizards to test their skill. The Union
sponsors a number of tournaments every year and is an active
participant in the Association of College Unions-International
' recreations programs. Inquire at the bowling lanes desk for further
information.

•

•

(1) Campus Facilities:

(a) ·AU requests for the use of all campus facilities must be
submitted in writing to the Arrangements Office at least 24 hours in
advance of the event. (This includes outdoor areas)
(b) Any student group meeting on campus must have a faculty
adviser present during the entire event.
(c) A reside�ce hall facility cannot be used .by a group other
than the residents of the hall without the approval' of the Dean,
Student Housing. If approved, the event must be scheduled at the
Union.
·

(2) University Union:

·

(g) The University Bookstore is located in the Union. The
Bookstore offers paperbacks, school supplies, physical education :
locks, official EJ.U. T-shirts, jewelry, study guides, souvenirs, and
many other items to meet the needs of the students.
(H) Check Cashing Service - Students may cash personal checks

to $25 and payroll checks to $50. There is a I O-cent charge per
check and a wlidated I.D. must be presented. Also available are
American Express mcney orders, chemistry breakage tickets and P .E.
bowling fees are collected here. University Board ticket sales are
handled through an adjacent booth. .
(i) Student Activity Center - Housed in the center are offices for
st-udent government, The University Board, Interfraternity and
�nhellenic councils, a conference room and work space for all
student organizations.

-

G) Telephones - lbere are three pay phones and three free
phones (local and campus calls only) located in the east wing, first
floor, southwest corner �nd in the west wing, main concourse . ·
(k) Duplicating Center - The dupicating center is a .work room
for all students. There are a wriety of office machines available for
student use; some free, some on a rental basis and an attendant
operated copy service. ·

(a) Reservations must be made 5 days in adwnce if food service
is not required and at least 7 days in advance if food service is
desired.
·

(b) A stu'dent group must have-a faculty adviser present during
the entire event. ·
·

·

(c) Requests for dances in the Union will be accepted on a ...,,
first-come, first-served basis. No single organization , however, will be
permitted to schedule dances any further in advance than for the
coming semester. Each organization will be limited to two dances per
semester. Requests must be made at least 5 days in adwnce .
Cancellations must be made at least 24 hours in advance of the event.
c. Charges for Facilities:
(1) All food served in the Union is to be provided by the Union
Food Service. Persons or organizations will be held responsible for
100% of the total reservations requested for luncheons, dinners, and
banquets. Final reservations must be made 48 hours prior to serving.
When light refreshments are served, persons and organizations will be
held responsible for I 00% of the reservations made. No outside
catering will be permitted in the Union.
(2) Ballrooms

(1) Rathskeller - The Rathskeller is located in the basement of

(a) There will be no charge for use of the ballroom if food
service is involved. (This applies to campus and off-campus groups.)

(m) Odds and Ends Lost and Found - at the LObby Shop
U.S. Mail Box - across from Lobby Shop
Rider Board - across from Lobby Shop
Xerox· Machine - across from chec� cashing 5-cents i)er copy

(c) $5 per section is charged for all campus groups where
adm�sion is charged.
,

the east wing ' and features a unique atmosphere, varied menu and
University Board sponsored coffeehouses.

(b) Ballroom - $20 per section ls charge d for off-campus groups
without food service (whether
admission
is charged or not.)
.
I

(d) Grand-Ballroom - $75 is charged for off campus groups
without food service. (whether adrni�on is charged or not.)
(e} Grand Ballroom - $50 is charge d for all campus groups'
where admission is charged.

(f) Supervisor fees are charged to those groups when the nature
of the activity requires it.
(3) Meeting Rooms in the Union

'
(a) $10 is charged for off-campus groups.
(b) There is no charge for campus groups.
·

(4) Other Campus Facilities:

location
Ll"brary.Lecture Room
Lantz Gymnasium
McAfee Gymnasium
Buzzard Auditorium
Dwrak Concert Hall .

Seating
capacity

1 50
6000
2500
450
565

Campus Groups
Adm. Charge

$ 15.00
150.00
50.00
30.00
50.00 " .

Off-campus Groups· Adm.
Adm .
No Adm.

$ 30.00
200.00
50.00
50.00
75.00

$ 30.00
300.00
100.00
50.00
100.00

(5) Setup and/or Takedown Charges - All requests for setups
and/or .takedowns on a Saturday or Sunday for activities other than
offl.Cial University events must be made to he Arrangements Office
·
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no later than 5 p.m: on Monday preceding the weekend for which
the request is made. Charges based on time yid labor utilized.

-

institution under the jurisdiction of this Board. Actions, however,
which deprive others. of their rights without due process of Jaw
cannot be justified. ·
·

·

0. Audio Visual Center

Requests for audio-visual equipment and operators (public address
systems, projectors, et'c.) should be submitted to the Audio-Visual
Center three (3) days prior to the time_needed . A charge of $5.00 for
the first hour and �.00 for each hour thereafter will be made. If
equipment is scheduled and nqt used, a %.00 minimum charge will be
made to the requesting organization .
Requests,for audio-visual equipment and operators to be used in the
University Union· must be submitted to the Union Scheduling Secretary
five (5) ·days prior to the time needed. Most equipment is available
without charge except when an operator is required and on those
occasions, the above prices apply.

P. lnternat·ional Students.
Adviser

Office Hours : Mondays, Wednesdays, 8 a.m. to 5 pm.; Fridays, 1 -5
p.m.
The Director is:
1 . Counselor of foreign students.
2. The official representative or liaison officer of the Immigration and
Naturalization Office of the Unite d States and is responsible to
enforce laws and regulations affecting the status of the alien
· students.
3. The Adviser of the Association of International Students.
4. The coordinator of the monthly commtinity-wide "International
·
Teas."
5 . The supervisor of the"Intemational Center " locate d at 1 6 1 5 7th
. Street, which ,is available for use by l!DY ·group or organization
desiring to schedule its meeting there and use its facilities.
6. The clearinghouse for programming speakers, talent, etc. of students
·

The Office of International Students bas th� major responsibility of
assisting the. foreign students (around 1 80 at present) in all their
efforts in coming to &stem after months of oorresponding and
admission approval, and· continuing in helping ease their "cultural
shock" and acclimatization in a · new environment, to- fulfill their
educational and professional goals to the utmost . The OFFICE
HAND LES BILLING OF SPONSORED STUDENTS AND
CORRESPONDENCE FROM Embassies, Exchange Programs;
admnisters the Foreign Student Scholarship Program (in the form of
a waiver of the out-of-state Tuition Fee to a small percentage of the
students); and cooperates with the Chairman of the American Host
Family Program Chairman.

Q. Veterans Services Office
The Veterans' Services Office, located on the top floor of the east
wilg of the Student Service s Building, administers all veteran
programs or related programs for students attending &stern Illinois
University. These programs include the G l Bill, War Orphans
'Program , Educational Assistance for sons and daughters of disabled
or deceased veterans, GJ. Tutorial Program, and Illinois ·state
Military Scholarship. The Office aloo acts as a liaison agency between
the students and the Veterans Adm inistration .

m. Genera l Regula tions
A. Disciplin ary Actio n

In order that normal educational proces,,es can continue without
interruption and in order that individual safety, personal freedoms
and property rights can be enjoyed without impairment , this Board
declared that unlawful activities will not be tolerated on the campus
of any institution under its jurisdiction . In particular , the Board
believes that Article 21 of the Illinois Criminal Codes, dealing with
damages and trespass to property , provides appropriate.penalties for
dealing with persons who willfully damage State property or conimit
trespass on the campus, or interfere with a public institution of
higher education.
Criminal damage to property is committed by one who does any
act specified in Section 21 -1 , Chapter 38 , Illinois Revised Statutes
1 967, and, without regard to time or place , any person who willfully
damages campus property violates the law and should be ai:rested and
prosecuted.
Criminal trespass is committed by one who enters an area with
notice that entry therein is forbidden or who remains in an area after
notice to depart. It is lawful and proper to prescribe reasonable
regulations as to conditions and times for access to campus buildings .
Entrances, halls , and exits must be kept open for normal operations
and the safety of others; offices are to be used for the purposes
intended; and the buildings are to be cleared and closed at
established hours . Persons who violate such reasonable regulations
should be notified to depart. This advice and notification should be
given publicly and orally by an authorized representative . Thereafter,
if such persons remain, a police officer should read applicable
portions of the criminal trespass statute, Section 21 -2 , Chapter 38,
IDinois Revised Statutes, 1967 , and advise them that they are in
violation of the law and that they will be arrested if they do not
depart. In appropriate circumstances court action of an injunctive or
criminal nature should be sought.
Interference with a public · institution of higher education is .
oommitted by one who, without authority from the institution,
through force or violence, actual or threatened, willfully acts as
prohibited in Se�ion 21 , 2-1 , Chapter 38, minois Revised Statutes,
1 967. Iii. appropriate circumstances court action of an injunctive or ·
criminal nature should be sought.
Members of a campus community who participate in unlawful
activities_ ,which disrupt educational functions will be dealt with in
a c cordance with established disciplinary and administrative
processes. Such processes may be inwked regardless of either Civil or
Criminal actions arising out of the same event.
When the presidents of the institutions of this system in their
judgment believe that unlawful activities which disrupt educational
functions warrant, they are directed _to make prompt application to
these agencies provided by the State for the purpose of dealing with
those who break the law. Police should be summoned without delay,
public prosecutors should be advised of the situation and the courts
should be asked to make timely disposition of all cases resulting from
the incident.
Education is the living and growing source of our progressive
civilization, of our open repository of increasing knowledge, culture
and salutory democratic traditions . It deserves our highest respect
and fullest support in the performance of its lawful mi.&<1ion. No
person, without liability to lawful processes, may intentionally act to
impair or prevent the accomplishment of the lawful mission , process,
or function of an educational institution.

2. Statement on Student Conduct
and Disciplin e

1. Policy of Board of Governors
The Board o� Governors of State Colleges and Universities is the
governing board for a system of state colleges and universities which
includes Eastern Illinois University at Charleston , IDinois, Western
Illinois University at Macomb, IDinois, and Chicago State College and
Northeastern Illinois State College , both at Chicago , Illinois , and
Governors State University at Park Forest South , Illinois. The Board
was aeated to operate, manage, control and maintain the colleges
and universities in the system and it is specifically charged by statute
with making rules and regulatio� for good government and
management �f the oolleges and universities under its jurisdiction . .
.

the policy enunciated herein is in no sense intended to deprive
any person of his right of free speech and assembly ; and the exercise
of those rights in a :lawful manner is to be encouraged ·at every

Attendance at a tax supported institution of higher education is !1ot
compulsory. It is optional and voluntary. By voluntary attendance at
such an institution, the student assumes obligations of performance
and behavior reaoonably imposed by the i�titution, which are
relevant to its lawful missions, processes, and functions . . The
obligations are much higher than those imposed on all citizens by
civil and crimnal law, and the institution may discipline students to
secure compliance with these hi�er obligations as a teaching method
or to sever the student from the academic. community. No student
may, without liability to la"!ful discipline, inte�tionally act to impair
or prevent the accomplishment of any, lawful mission , process oi:
function of an educational institution.
In accordance with the foregoing statement, a student enrolling in
this institution assumes an obligation to cooduct himself in a manner
compatible with ifs function as an institution of higher education. A

Piii' ,.
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student is subject to institutional discipline for the following acts of
misconduct :
(a) Dishonesty, Theft, and Fraud:
(·l) Giving false information or omitting information on any
university records or application blanks.
(2) Dishonesty, such as cheating, plagiarism, or knowingly
furnishing false infonnation to the institution .
(3) Theft, burg]ary, illegal entry, or damage to property.
(4) Forgery, alteration or misuse of documents, records or
identification of the institution.
(b) Use, posses&on or distnbution of either narcotic or dangerous
drugs, such as marijuana and lysercic acid diethylamide (ISO),
'
except as permitte d by law.
(c) Use of intoxicants:
The comsumption of alcoholic beverages is limited to Residence
Halls and University Apartments only. The following are the
University Guidelines for Consumption of Beer and Wine · in those
areas:
1 . Student Rooms (Stevenson Tower - a complete suite)
a. The possession by individuals for personal consumpti�n of
beer and wine by residents of legal age as defined by HB200 will be
permitted in private living areas.
b. It is expected that residents' rights of privacy and to sleep
and study within their own rooms will be maintained. Loud and/or
disruptive behavior, interference with the cleanliness of the residence
halls , or drinking habits which are injurious to the health or
education of an individual, or those around him, are reasons for
appropriate disciplinary action. Whenever , possible , the individual
resident h� the option to choose to live in a room where beer and
wine are not poBssed or consumed. ·
c. Beer and wine may be possessed or consumed (but not sold)
in student rooms by those residents and their invited guests who are
nineteen years of age or older.
d. Persons under the age of nineteen are not permitted to
possess or consume alcoholic beverages Of any kind. Individuals who
fall within this age category and who violate said regulations will be
subject to disciplinary action. ·
e. Conference guests of legal age may enjoy only the regular
drinking privileges accorded to students normally occupying these
facilities.
f. Residents are responsible for the actions of their guests.
·
2. Floor Lounge
Individuals, if they so choose, may drink beer and wine in a floor·
lounge provided his or her own beverage is brought to the floor
lounge in individual servi� (limited to 16 fluid ounces) from the .
student's room. ·
3. Main Lounge
.
All alcoholic beverages are prohibited in the main lounge as this is
a study and recreation area only.
4. Common Areas
a. Individual servings (as defhled in 2, Floor Lounge) are
permissible in recreation rooms, television rooms, and laundry
rooms, in accordance with the individual hall's policy.
b. Beer and wine are prohibited in dining areas.
c. · The possession and consumption of beer and wine are
permitted in the University Apartments in accordance with HB 200.
5. Corridors
The consumption of all alcoholic beverages is prohibited in
hallways, stairways, elevators, and lobbies.
6. Transportation
A student may transport such beverages to and from the residence
hall providing the beverage is seaJed with the manufacturer's original
seal.
7. Parties
a. A party is a planned event by a small group of residents
which is approved by the hall's executive council and the Residence
Hall Counselor.
(1) A party may be held in one of the common areas of the hall
excluding floor lounges, main lounge , corridor areas or student
rooms.
(2) Quantities no greater than individual serving are pennitted.
(3) Residents are prohibited from using hall money for the
purchase of alcoholic beverages .
8. Enforcement
Violation of hall regulations will be subject to · action by the
student judicial system. Violation of University rules and/or statute
are subject to Security action.
9. The following is a copy of HB 200 to clarify any
misunderstanding about the state regulation involving · age
requirements.
·

·

·

a. House Bill 200
HB 200
An Act to amend Sections 1 2 and l 3a of Article VI l!fld Section l
of Article X of "An Acto relating to alcoholic liquors," approved
January 31 , 1 934, as amended.
Section 1 . Sections 1 2 and l 3a of Article VI and Section 1 of
. ;

Article x of "An Acto relating to alcoholic liquors," approved
January 3 1 , 1934, as amended, are amended to read as follows:
"Sale or delivery: State Jaw prohibits the sale or delivery in any
building belonging to or under the control of the State . State Jaw
prohibits the sale of anything but beer within 1 500 feet of any
classroom or laboratory building."
b. No deliveries of alcohol may be made to EIU buildin�.
Retailers will be so advised. Local ordinances require a license for
sale of alcoholic beverages.
c. liability : This section is included because of its �ible
implications regarding liability . While applications of Section 135 of
the I Illinois Dram Shop Act appear to be ajflinst commercial agents,
this does not exclude the pos&bility of action against a private
individual.
d. The above policy must rot interfere with maintaining a
residence hall atmosphere which helps to meet the educational goals
of the University. '
e. In addition to the above cooditions, it is important that
. students be aware of their legal responsibility when furnishing
alcohol beverages to others .
f. It should be recognized that the residence halls are not exempt
from State and local statutes concerning the possession, sale , or
comsumption of alcoholic beverages.
10. Each hall must establish its own policy regarding consumption
of alcoholic beverages in compliance with the Board of Governors
policies and the above regulations: · An annual vote on the policy
lJlust be approved by two.thirds of the residents voting.
(d) Disturbances:
(1) Participating in action leading to a riotous disturbance.
(Inciting or encouraging action of a riotous nature by presence of
leadership or by any other provocation either before or during the
event shall be considered as participation.)
(2) Inciting to action and/<X willfully participating in activities
resulting in destruction or property.
(3) The possession and/or use of fireanns, firecrackers, or any type
of pyrotechnics is forbidden anywhere on campus.
(4) Unauthorized entrance or use of institutional facilities.
(g) Violation of institutional regulations concerning registration of
organizations, manner and place of public expression, and use of
institutional facilities.
(h) Violation of rules governing residence in facilities owned,
controlled or approved by the institution.
(i) Lewd, indecent, obscene, or disorderly conduct or expremon,
whether on the campus or at a function sponsored or supervised by
the institution.
G) Failure to comply with direction of any authorized
institutional representative, acting lawfully in the perfonnan ce of his
duties.
(k) Tampering with or m�se or safety devices: Tampering with a
fire alarm system, extinguishers, or other safety device is considered
an extremely serious offense and may constitute reason for
disciplinary action. ·
(1) Smoking is not pennitted in the following:
.
(1) Classroom, including seminar rooms, laboratories , and shops.
(2) Auditoriums and gymnasiums.
(m) Failure to meet financial obligations :
(1) Failing to pay fees , fines, etC, due in the University.
(2) Issuing a check without an account or sufficient funds in the
bank is subject to a $ 1 penalty, with the University having the
discretion to deny check-<:ashing privileges after the return of such
check.
(n) Public Assembly and Activity
Students attending Eastern Illinois University have the right
accorded to all persons by the Constitution to freedom of speech,
peaceful a�mbly, petition, and association. Students and student
organizations may examine and discuss questions of interest to them
and express opinions publicly as well as privately (within lelfll
limitations). They may support causes by lawful means which do not
disrupt the operation of the University or organization accorded the
use of University facilities.
On campus "sit�ins," marches, demonstrations and other
extracurricular activities, or events in which students choose to
participate of their own free will , are under jurisdiction of Eastern
lllino� University Security and Traffic Per!Dnnel and other Jaw
enforcement agencies in the city , county and state. Due process will
be observed where infractions are charged.
The following conditions shall be observed:
(1 ) Written notice of the time and place of demonstrations or
picketing shall be filed in the office of the Dean, Student Personnel
Service , four (4) hours in advance.
(2) Interference : Traffic in no way shall be obstructed nor shall
there be any interference with pedestrains or blockage of entrances
or driveways.
(3) No demoostrations or picketing shall take place inside a
University building.
(4) Property, including lawns and shrubbery, shall not be damaged
nor shall there be littering with leaflets, signs , or other materials.
·

·

·

·

·

·

'

·
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consist of the following : · The Residence · Hall Judicials, The
Interfraternity Judicial, the Panhellenic Judicial, and any other
Judicial Court which is recommended by the Supreme Court and
approved by the Student Senate . The Organiutional Courts shall
have jurisdiction only over those cases which initiated within the
.
.
.
.
respecttVe organization.

(b) University Court : The University -Court shall have the
original jurisdiction over those cases which do not fall under the
jilrisdiction of the Organizational Courts. Six justices and a chief
justice make tip-the court.
(c) Appellate Court : The Appellate oourt shall have the original
jurisdiction over those cases which are appealed from any of the
Lower Courts. Six justices and a chief justice make up the court .
'
(d) Supreme Court : The Supreme Court shall be the court of
original jurisdiction in cases of constitutionality. The Supreme Co�
shall have jurisdiction over those disciplinary cases which are
appealed to ·it from the Appellate Court . Six justices and a chief
justice make up the Court .

3. Disciplinary Process
a. General

'I

If a student is charged with conduct which violates the
presaibed standard and the_alleged misconduct is such that if might
result in either suspension or expulsion from the institution, then the
Dean of Student Personnel Services shall notify the student, at least
five (S) days prior to the time appointed for him to appear, of .the
alleged infraction and of the tiire and place •, at which�he may appear to
defend himself. The notice shall advise the student of 1 ) the nature
of the appearance; 2) the time and place of the appearance , 3) the
nature of any proposed interrogation, 4) the opportunity to request
a hearing on the alleged infraction, 6) the opportunity to produce
witnesses and questit>n witnesses at a hearing if requested, 7) the
right to be advised by counsel at a hearing if requeste d, and that� 8)
failure to appear will .co nstitute an �d�ission of the charge .
·

B. Posters, Bulletin Bo ards,
Etc.
1 . Handbills, signs, and printed matter other than departmental
announcements must be approved by the Director of Student
Act ivit ie s and Organizations. Posters to be placed on
non-departmental bulletin boards by recognized organizations need
not be approved unless the materials are to be posted in the
Residence Hall or The Martin Luther King, Jr . Uniwrsity Union.·
Materials which do not require approval are : notification of
meetings, advertising tMJrts, and campaign posters.

If the student appears at the time and place appointed, and
either denies the alleged infraction or requests a hearing on the
charge, than a hearing shall be conducted before a he_ying officer . ·
Such hearing shall be held within five (5) school days after the
student has either denied the alleged infraction or requested the
hearing. Both the institution and the student may produce witnesses
to testify in their respective behalf and each may question the
witnesses called by the other . At the time of the hearing the student
may be advised by counsel, but such counsel will not be permitted to
cross-examine witnesses and participate actively in the hearing except.
in rare and exceptional circumstances where the fundamental
concepts. of fair play require . A record (written or electronically
recorded) of the hearing shall be {>repared if either the .student or the
institution request , but such request must be made no . later than 24 .
hours before_ the time established for the hearing . The cost thereof
shall be borne by the institution.

_

In the event of misConduct which causes or threatens t� cau�
bodily injury or property damage, or which obstructs o.r d�pts
institutional activities or authorized activities on the campus, the
Dean of Student Personnel Services, or the person acting in such
capacity in the absence of the Dean , may summarily suspend or
expel a student alleged to be guilty of such misoonduct . In the case
of a summary suspension or expulsion , the Dean · of Student
Per!llnnel Services shall notify the student at least five (S) days prior
to the time appointed for him to appear , of the alleged infraction
and of the time and place at which he may appear to defend himself,
which time shall be in no case more than one calendar week after
such summary suspension or expulsion.

·

C. Distribution and Solicitation
1 . General Policy

- ,

Upon the conclusion of any · hearing relating to suspension or
expulsion, the hearing office considering the case shall render a
written decision, based upon substantial evidence, finding tha� the
charge is either true or false. Such report shall be made to the
President and his advisers. The President may consult his advisers,
but in any case, will determine suspension or expulsion. The
judgment . of the President shall be f�l.
,

·Anyon� wmrlng to distribute literature and/or solicit on campus
other than the Martin Luther King, Jr., University Union or residence
halls must first obtain written clearance from the Director of Student
Activities and Organ.i?.ations.

2. University Union
Any individual or organi7.ation wishing to distribute literature
and/or solicit within the University Union must obtain written
Clearance from the Director of the University Union before doing sp .
·

,

b. University Court System

3. Residence Halls

(a) The University Court System shall handle all cases of
student behavior excluding those for which the University has a
policy.

Any individual or organization 'wishing to campaign, sell or
d�tribute literature and/or solicit within any of the campus residence
halls must obtain written clearance from the Director, Student
Housing, before doing so .

(b) Disciplinary proceedings may be instituted for any violation
of University regulatiori-s established in advance.

D. Fire Drill

(c) Counding may take precedence over disciplinary action at
the discretion of the person or group handling the case.

Evacuation procedures vary from hall to hall, but all are designe.d
to empty the hall safely and quickly. Residents are required by law
' to leave the building during ftte drills. Follow the fire drill
procedures for your hall which are posted on the back of the room
door .

(2) �mposition
(a)

2 . Posters, signs, etc., to be placed in any University building must
include the name of the sponsoring organization and be no larger than
1 1 " x 1 4". Posters which do· not conform with the above will be
removed by the office of Student Activities and organi7.ations.
Approval must be secured from the main desk of each hall �efore
. notices, posters, signs, etc. are placed on residence hall bulletin boards.
Approval for posting in the University Union must be secured from the
Union Director.
3. No posters, handbills, signs, or other printed matter may be posted_in
locations other than bulletin boards except by approval of the Direc
tor, Activities and Organizations.
4. Posting of advertising for off-campus businesses or organi7.ations by
recognized campus organizations qiust also receive the approval of the
Director of Student Activities and Organ.iz.ations.
S. Distribution of non<0mmercial hand-0ut literature is permitted
subject to the regulations of the area in which distribution is to take
place.
6. No advertising of any kind may be placed on University buildings,
trees or sidewalks.
'

Orgimi7.ational Courts: The Organizational Courts shall
..
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E. Vehicle Regis�ration

1. General Automobile Regulations

University faculty, staff, and students uSing University parking lots ·
must purchase a parking permit at the University Police Department ,
7th and Grant, Monday through Friday, 8 AM to 5 PM. After the
second day of classes of the fall semester an operator of a motor
vehicle parked in a University lot without a parking permit will be
considered in violation of University re'gulatiom.
a. A MOTOR VEHICLE
For the purpose of definition , a motor vehicte: in addition to an
automobile, shall include such conveyances as motor bikes, motor
scooters, and motorcycles. A fee of $ .50 will be charged for a permit
for motor bikes, motor scooters and motorcycles and these vehicles
are expected to park in areas so designated.

2! University Regulations

·

operate a motor vehicle on any University street , parking lot, or
property beginning with the registration day of each semester and
ending with the official date of closing each quarter as shown in the
calendar published in the University cat�log.
A request for. an exception to the above . regulation must be
addressed to the Office of the Dean, Student Personnel
Administration, Eastern Illinois University, Charleston, Illinois.
(2) Student-owned or student-operated motor vehicles must be
registered ":with the University if the student is enrolled for one or
more day courses. Registration will be valid from August 29 to
August 28. Information concerning the license number and
ownership of the vehicle mmt be available at the time of registration
in the Office of the Supervisor of Security and Traffic.
'

(3) A parking permit is required for parking during thf '. 1urs
from 7 AM to 5 PM , Monday. through Friday, in aD lettered parking
areas owned and maintained by the _University with the exception of
residence hall parking lots which will be enforced 24 hours a day, 7
days a week.
(4) The parking decal must be permanently attached to the rear
window, lower left . Decals issued for motor bikes, motor scooter,
and motorcycles are to be permanently attacmd to the lower portion
of the rear fender.
(5) A student shall report any change of addre� to the Housing
Office and any other condition which might affect his eligibility for a
parking permit directly to the University Police Department.
c. Parking Permit Decals
(1) A fa<;uhy member, staff, or student who wishes a parking
permit must make application on the form available at registration or
in the University Police Department . A committee composed of
student faculty reviews all applications and makes assignments based
on such factors as distance, employment , and physical disability.
·

•

The charges for parking permits are : .
Decal
Gold
Orange
Red
Blue
Yellow
Red Lot Z

Per Year
$15
15
15
2
2
10

Per Semester
$7.50
7.50
'f,50
1 .00
5.00

For Summer
$5
5
5.
1
3.50

In the case of multiple registrations, 50% of the original fee is
charged for each vehicle other than the original registration
.

.

·

·

·

.

·

·

3. Vehicle Viola�ion Appeal
University students and employees may appeal a notice of a
University Motor Vehicle Regulation violation which is believed to have
been attributable to unavoidable and/or unusual circumstances at the
Security and Traffic Office. The appeal must be made in writing on a
prescribed form available at the Security and Traffic Office within one
week after reeeipt of the violation notice. Otherwise , the assessment is
considered final.
The notice of appeal , including written statements from witnesses,
will be reviewed by the Dean, Student Personnel Services. All appeals
will be answered by mail after being reviewed .

F . Class Attendance
Academic instruction at the University operates under the
principle that class attendance is necessary to the complete learning
process. Therefore , students are expected to attend their classes
unless prevented by illness, an official university activity, or other
urgent reasons.
·

If the student is absent from class for a legitimate reason which is
established through the University Health Service or Offices of
Student Personnel Services, the instructor should afford the student
a reasonable opportunity to make up work missed, including
examinations. When the absence is unexplained, no such oppcirtunity
need be afforded the student.
A student who is absent from class, for whatever reason, is held
responsible for the class material covered during his absence and he is
expocted to .tum in all the exercises, papers, etc., assig0ed for
subm�ion during the course. However, the instructor will not use
the mere fact of absence as a factor in determining a final course
grade since such evaluations are based on achievement and are
·expected to measure learning - not attendance .

•

(2) A parking permit decal is not transferrable nor can a refund
be given. lil cases of a change of ownership, a new permit ·will be
i�ued only upon evidence that the o�d pc:rmit has been desti:oyed.
(3) A parking permit shall not be issued for an automobile
bearing a dealer's licen!ie plates .
(4) A student living in a University residence hall is eligible to
apply for a parking permit only for the area designated for his hall .
'
'
d. S\lpplementary Provisions

·

·

(1) No freshman or sophomore (less than 60 semester hours of
aed.if, including nominal aedit courses) shall possess. park, or
...

(1) The responsibility of fmding legal parking space rests with the
vehicle operator. Lack of space is not considered a valid reason for
violation of regulations.
(2) The University assumes no responsibility or liability for any
property loss or damage to any car in the campus area .
(3) The University reserves the right to temporarily close reserved
parking areas for special purposes. Whenever possible , advance notice
will be given.
(4) In the c;ase of a vehicle found on the campus in violation of
any regulation, the person in whose name such vehicle is registered with
the University shall be he�d responsible for the violation committed.
e. Penalties for Parking and Moving Violations
(1 } A violator of the freshman-sophomore motor-vehicle
regulation will be subject to a fine of $50 for the first and second
offenses and will automatically be suspended from the University for
the third offense.·
(2) Failure to report any change which would affect parking
privileges: $5 .
(3) Falsification of registration : $10 and referral to University
officials for disciplinary action.
(4) Parking Violations: 1 st Offense : $ 1 , 2nd Offense : $5, each
subsequent ticket thereafter : $5.
(5) Moving ViolatiOns: 1 st Offense : $5, 2nd Offense : $10, 3rd
Offense : $1 5, 4th Offense : Will result in the loss of campus parking
J>rivileges for the remainder of the academic year . A violation of this
measure will result in referral to University officials for disciplinary
action.
(6) Vehicles which may 'be towed away without notice at the
operator's expense are :
1 . Illegally parked vehicles operated by persons who have
delinquent parking tickets.
2. Vehicles parked in zones designated by ''tow-away" signs.
. 3. Vehicles owned or operated by students and/or employees of
the University, or apparently abandoned by others, and parked in
'
University lots without a valid permit.
(7) Offenses shall be considere d cumulative for any and all
violations cited above for the period of the automobile registration.

Instructors are responsible for keeping in their classbooks accurate
records of the attendance of all members of their classes. The
attendance record of any student shall be submitted to the Vioe
Presi<J.ent for Academic Affairs; Offices of Student Personnel
.Services; or I)e,an, Student �cademic Services, upon request.
If a student is absent from a given class foi: more than five
consecutive sessions or establishes a pattern or record of absences
which becomes a matter of concern to the instructor, the instructor
will notify the Offices of Student Personnel Services, of the student 's
absence record, requesting that ·inquiries concerning the reason for ·
absence be made.
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-----BADGE_
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RE.V
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__,

Round Bone

Pot Roast

l
lb .

l

BADGE of HONOR E.V . T. BEEF

Cross R i b

51 39 Pot Roast

gsc

lb .

·

;b.

e ef

CHUCK

�l 79 Chuck Roast 5 11�

lb

BADGE of HONOR

Boneless .

Stew Beef

lb.

$

FROZEN

Greenland

Turbot

lb.

1 39

99�

HILLFARM

.

C ream Cheese ��::

PREMIUM SALAD

PIK NIK SHOESTRING

. Potatoes

6
·

ounce

VLASIC

32 ounce

ounce
1 �Can

19¢

PUREX LAUNDRY

Detergent
THORTON FROZEN

19�

���":�.

Hamb urger Chips

. "2:;:_ce

19¢
19¢

Jar

DENTYNE

. Dyn a mi nt s

.
N OT LESS
THAN
.
-

70 %

LEA N

lb.

� ananas

·

M ustard

lb .

� �71�

· Ground

C H UCK

5 1 °8

BADGE of HONOR E.V.T. BEEF
Boneless
lb.

Ch uck
·- ·- O a s t
'R

·

7 6¢

7 6¢ .

G lazed D onuts 1:k:�· 7 6¢

lb.

CH ERRY VALLEY

Fr_u it D rinks 2 �a�:·

JOHN'S HAMBURGER

or

SAUSAGE

76¢

·

7 6¢
.

Frozen Pizza 1���hh

UNIVERSITY

7 6¢
2 22 oz.'
¢
Btls. 7 6

Chi li Bea ns 3 1�a�:·

SWEETHEART LIME, LIQU ID

Dete rgent
YUMMY

2

· ·Beve rage s · 3 :t,��·

7 6¢

Flavors 2 f�r

76¢

YUMMY TOASTER

Pastries
UNIVERSITY FROZEN

s

·

.

Cho p. Broccoli 3. 1�;:.· 76�
·
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Craig trial for bribery re-scheduled for February date
to increase the load li.mit . on state
Wisser
o f · S t a t e highways, thus allowing cement trucks
trial
f e d eral
T he
''Bob " Craig, to carry heavier loads.
Robert
· Representative
He and two other legjslaton are
D-Danville , has been set for Feb . 2 in
a
introducing
of
a c cus e d
also
Chicago after · earlier postponement.
etcher " bill into the leghilature in
"f
.
in
ce
charge d
ac
Craig is
g
pt
with
an attempt to get the car rental
.
.
sup
for
excban
. port•�g
b0bes . m
. ge
industry to pay them to withdraw
.
�
tion beneficial to the ·
� · their support of the bill.
.
The
car
�ncrete industry and · fo� �icipat �
rental bill would have
m a scheme to pass leplation which
forced
rental
compmiies to stamp
would ha�e
�n har mful to the ..rental car " instead of "used car" on
rental car industry ·
automobiles they sold, thus lowering
Craig and nine · other state legislators the. value.
of
the
cases
The . prosecution
of accepting payments
are accused

By Mark

�

from concrete industry
exchaitge foi: supporting

ILJ

nay

C,

rever

I

officials in
a 1 972 law

#

# b
. e 11iU
TJ.. fSuay
,./
,ryouts . ,o
,

The Charleston Community Theatre
will begin tryouts Thursday in the
Buzzard Education Building auditorium
pw duct �onof
dinner-theatre
its
for
"Hay FevP.r".

The tryouts will be held 7 .9 p .m .
Thursday and Friday for four male
and five female roles in the
Noel
.
Coward comedy .
A

stage

manager,

recei\>ed a setback Jan. 5 when a U.S .
Appe als
C o u r t · rul e d
federal

costumer, - prop

attendant,. lighting supervisor arid other
crew members will also be needed .
Rehearsals for the show will begin
next week for performances Feb. 20,
2 1 and 22 at the Charleston Holiday
Inn.
Persons interested but unable to
attend tryouts may eontact R ichard
R-ogers , community theatre president ,
Lazenby ,
at
or _Walter
5 8 1 -6 1 22

.

director ' at 5&1;:.3'6 1 4�

.

·

Student: _inn.ocent of attempted. murder
( Continued from page 1 )

the 'figure was reduced. to $20 ,000 by
Judge Tho mas Burke Monday. J ohnson
made bail and was released Tuesday .

Johnson had sought to be released
on recognizance bond , having Athletic
Director
Mike
Mullally ,
Basketball
Coach Don Eddy, Art Professor Gary
his
and
m ot her , · Hattie
Knoop
J ohn s o n ,
t e s t i fying
as
character
witnesses .
All
four
described·
Johnson
as
"d e p e n d a b l e ,
coo pera t i v e
and
trustworthy" and said he could be
trusted to return for the triai if he
were releas1.:d on recognizance .

Burke
r uled ,
ho wever ,
against
recogniza'Jlce and · instead lowered the
earlier bond requir� ment.

S he
t e stified
in · a
preliminary
hearing that the robber indicated he
had a gun in his pocket and told her
to lay on the floor and k eep her
head down.
Bessie Fredericks testified she raised
her head once , seeing "two thirds of
the robber's face ," :Which was not
covered any longer by the stocking
cap.
She identified the robber in court
as being J ohnson ; whom she said she
recognized from being in the store
earlier the day of the robbery .
Police looked the night of the
robbery for a second suspect after
Fredericks' daughter said she saw a
man in a Halloween Monkey mask
along with the man wearing the red
stocking cap .

.

use
pr o s e cu t o rs
not
could
the frequent repair.
Craig said in September , while the
voting
other
legislators'
or
record
official acts as evidence in the trial.
grand jury in�stigation of the case
Assis t ant
U .S .
James was still · underway ,. that he knew
Attorney
Holderman said it is the fint time "nothing about kickbacks or anythina
such a ruling has been made by a of that nature .
.
At - the time when the bribery is
federal
court
m a criminal case
involving state officials .
alleged to have taken place , Craig was
co-chairperson of the Illinois Motor
.C o n gressmen
h ave
l o n g · had
protection
Vehicle Laws Commission . He said,
under federal law from
prosecution on the basis of their however,
he did nothing improper
official
Holderman . Aid , and while in that capacity.
acts,
some states, including Illinois, have
'"We held open hearings on , the
cement truck bill and all other bills,"
passed laws making exemptions , but
this is the fint time the federal he said . "They (federal authorities)
courts have exempted state officials.
. have all our . records �erything we
The three j udge appeals court voted had meetings on, including the cement
2-1
to
prohibit
the
use
of the truck bill ."
le
Craig is the second 5 3rd district
t0
u
r
legislator to be indicted and tried
u
recently
however, said voting records could be
Rep. Bill Cox, R-Charleston , was
used, but only if introduced by the
convicted of mail fraud and filing a
legislator in testimony .
false income tax return in September
Holderman said the latter decision
of 1973 and was sentenced to 1 1
wi ll be appealed by the prosecutors
months in pnson .
. office , but that prosecution of the
Co les
County
D e m o cratic
cases · will go on regardless of the
Chairperson Joe Connelly said at the
· outcome of that appeal.
.
.
time of Craig's indictment that Craig
The ce�ent truck_ bribery case is
_
"is a hard working, honest legislator
alleged to mvolve b!1bes rangmg
fr�m
people
S200 to $4,00, paid from a special and is highly respected by the
.
concrete industry fund of $ 5 ,000.
around Springfield ." ·
t
If he is convicted, Craig would be
s
d
ti
th
replaced in the general ais,Bmbly by
ic
t
d
i
t
someone chosen by the .Democratic
limit legislation, if passed , woufd have
co unty
chairpersons
in
the
5 3rd
caused state highways to deteriorate
m o re
District.
q ui ckly
and
more
require

"
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B iB . O'alls &
Ya-irii:er Pants
'1.'

�I

sizes

"Across from Old Main"

WHY? Workbooks. Supplements! Music ! Even Gocldies (Yes. FOX F I R E
3 & THE PEOPLES ALMANAC came) add up! (It pays to take that
"trip across campus") YOU save more than a beer or two! WE know
(what ever you need from cartls ti> cookbooks t0.-'.1 ) You'll try next
time "where the books are" DAI LY 9-6 (Satu rdays lrl-4) Tel : 015 �070

-

New and Used ,_ . Color & B/W TV

. WESTINGHOUSE APPLIANCES
.'.
K itch enaid

•

Dish wash ers & Disposals
-

RENNELS TV,
Sal es & Service

" The store that service built �

�/

28 up

All Jeans
included
-Painter Pants

Tiie Li•coln . Book Shop

j

:"�

regular blue denim
or ,. pre -wash

WELC OM E BACK Bicentennialities! With those new year resolutions
still flickering you'll want to bue<kle down & take adwantage of our
FI RST W E E K SALE (Thu rsd ay, January 15 . TH R OUGH Thunday . Jan ..
22nd ! ) E V E RYTH I N G (except pre-placed single o rtle n ) 10% OFF at

· . Zenith

I O OL
70 off

New Stock
�� BiB s

B essie
Fredericks
said · she
was
J o hnson
played
two
years
for
behind the counter the · afternoon of Eastern as a reserve forward after
Dec. 18 when a man came in wearing transferring from Three Rivers (Mo.)
a red stocking . cap over his face .
J unior College .

Sanyo

.

.

: ��� ����:! �� �� ��: :: ��

-

· Quasar

'

.
•

'

white with brush
��loops and rule pockets
many other items reduced!!

Welcome back we mi_ssed you
open ·till

.

I

" l

� .
: 1
•

:

-

"YOU R JO L LY HABERDASHE R"

.8 PDl

Sunday
1-5
PHONE 2 1 7 345- 1944
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unse/ing center being movedinto old FinancitilAKISOffiCe

Stensaas
female counselor hired .
comfortable with a woman counselor
counseling
center . formerly
presently
center
counseling
T.h e
- and some men would too."
in the Health Service Building , offers
counseling,
of
However, Baird said the prospects
three
types
In the process of being ltlOVed into . Sanders
look "discouraging" for the present
said , - pe rsonal,. vocational
Buzzard House on �venth Street . and educational -with three male staff
.md that it will be "quite some time
Til e counseling
service
will be counselors.
.
before we will have an opening. "
into the Buzzard House , by
Sanders said "trying to determine a
Baird added that he hopes to hire
2.
life style ," was one of the most the most qualified pe rson and that he
But , there
is
still
no
female
common problems students had ; along . "wouldn't want to hire a woman just
on campus , although Claud
to have a woman on the staff." .
with · a great deal of depression , and
eo�ling J8Ycholo(Pst , says
John
Grimes
Jr.,
couns eling
that a student must make adj ustments
11 a defwte need for one .
.
� > says requests for a .em
their
P8Y'"'-..ov"
'" ale
family,
p arents,
c o n c e rn i n g
"
•-c1e
- rs Silld recentlr. that some
counselor are "rare.. although there
.. identity. marriage and sex.
more
feel
w? u l d
ud ents
is
Counseling
are ''some people on campus who
''i mpo rtant"
when
,
o�able , with a female counselor
helping
stUdents
realize
they
can
"miiht feel more comfortable with a
if there were t_o be a staff
,
female counselor.
change , Sanders said.
,
he would like to see a
David Baird, counseling J8Ycbologist ,
Grimes said that "there aren "I: many
said ''some women would feel more
women at the PhD. level," and if
Til e

·

•

.

·

·

·

•

9

there were another oi)ening it should
go to the most qualified person.
•1 don't know where we 'll find one .
(qualified female counselor)," Grimes
said," and we have no plans to find
one."
One thing all the counselors agree
on, however, is the need for more
time.
Presently, to ·solve the problem of
more
students
needing help
than
counselors · to
help , the
counseling
center , is "rewriting the schedule to
mak e
services
more
available
to
students," Baird said.
Instead of s o:...O:Jninute appointments,
the counseling center will now offer
30-minute appointments also.
·

· ·

median Paulsen
to be featured at Entries for Carman tropical fish show due Friday
$1
Qamber dinner
Comedian
and
o n e -t ime .
presi dential
can d idate
Pat
faullen
will be the featured
1peaker
at
t he · Charleston
Qaamber of Commerce dinner
in the union addition Grand
Ballroom at 6 p.m. J an . 24.
Tickets
are
S 12 5 0 per
penon and cover the cost of
the dinner as well as admission
to a party at the Elles Club
lfterwards .
Paulsen first gained national
exposure as a regular on the
Smothers Brothers program and
later had a variety show of his
own.
He ran a joke campaign for
presi dent
in
l 968
on
a
platform of "we can't stand
Pat ".
C ha mber
of
Com merce
Plesident Al Teaters said there ,
are a limited- supply of tickets
Wt, and they can be obtained
by calling the chitmber office
at 34S-704 L

lincolnwood apts
2204 ninth

Entries for a tropical fish show to
be held in the Carman · hall lounge'
must be turned in no later than
.
Friday .
.
The show, featuring 18 different
classes of competition, will be held
Jan. 22-24 with ribbons awarded to
the top two entries in each class .

Entry fee is
per tank. Entry
blanks are
available in · Charleston
from Freeman's Fish Bowl, T. Krebes
in Carman Hall, Joe Gephart in . Ford
Hall or Pete Zucco in Thomas Hall
and from Benson's Tropical Fish in
Mattoon.
Classes of ' competition will include

·

natural aquarium, artifical aquarium,
people's choice,.. best of •1¥>w, male
bettas, anabantids, me bearers. small
cichlid s ,
medium
ci chlids�
large

c i chlid s ,
comtiwnity
tank,
tetras, ·
characins, goldfish, dullest fish, most
unusual fish, cloudiest ta� . african
cichlids and sca�cngex:s .
·

LIFE & CASUAl.TY
' ·

If you compa re,
you'll ·select ftna . . .

If you don't Compa re,
don 't say we didn't warn ·you l
RICH WARREN

REGGIE PHILLIPS
'

6 1 7 W. STATE

947 FOURTH

345 - 2324

348 - 8231
CHARLESTON

new

•
•
•

shag carpeting
new furniture
leasing thru May 3 1
111 2 l?edroom apartments
anting for $21 0/month

apt. 1 04 or 1 03 .
346-6878 or 345-7047
come aee

The )Etna College Plan . . .
Life . Insurance for students
.

-

IEtna Life Insuranc e Cqmpan y,
Hartford, ·connecticut
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. Athletic directors meet for corlference talk
.

'

By Dave

begin in the fall of 1 9 76.
The
d i r e ctors
are
meeting
all
through this week in St. Louis during
the· NCAA Convention with their main
obj ective being to "get a committment
from all involved to proceed in good
faith," Mullally said Monday .
Mullally · said the athletic di.rectors
are
"not
planning
on
signing
anything" but they will continue to
work
out . details on the prop0sed
conference.
He Said matters such as the number
of scholarships allowed for each sport
would be one of tli.e questions to be
worked out.
The problem of scheduling will also
have to be worked out,. but Mullally
said. he doesn 't think that issue will

Shanks
Chances
for
Eastern joining
an
athletic conference can come closer
this week as athletic directors from
seven
u n iversities
are
meeting
to
.
continue talks.
Mike
Mullally,
Eastern 's
athletic
director, met with athletic directors
from Western Illinois, Illinois State,
the
University
of
Dayton,.
the
. .University of Akron, Central State of
Ohio;
Young8town
and
Eastern in
mid-December.
At
the
December
meeting,
the
d i r e c t ors . d is c u s sed
mainly
the
formation of a football conference,
with tentative plans of branching out
to other sports later, hopefully to

''I think everybody is pretty fi.rmlf
cause
many
problems
because
a
said,
whi
number of teams already meet in c o m m i.!_t ed," Mullally
regular season competition.
makes . the chances fo� conferen
The matter will "still take time to better.
work out," Mullally added.
During the convention, Mullally sailt
The action taken by the NCAA at
the
a t h l e t ic
di.rectors
would
be
their last convention should "make it
working on unfinished business fro
a
easier
f o r ....us
.
to
get
into
the special convention held during th•
conference, " Mullally said.
summer.
The limitation on traveling squad
A
m aj o r
issu e . w i ll
be
size as well as other action taken by · ever-increasing problem
the
N C AA
should
help
equalize
Mullally said.
Eastern with other schools, Mullally
Mullally said he ' also expects mo�
·
said.
changes in the limitations but on
Univ e r s i t y
presidents
from
the
traveling squad size because of tha
conference-hopeful schools are to meet
o bj e c t i o n s
by
coaches,
prima ·
on Friday to go over what has been
Alabama's Paul "Bear" Bryant wh
done by the athletic directors during
took the matter to court and got a
the week .
/
ruling invalidating the traYeling squ
restriction.
Taking care of unfinished busine
from this summer's convention as w
as new business presented at t ·
convention will take up all of th
During
finals
week
the
Eastern
agenda time,. Mullally said.
b a sketball
squad
experienced
both
ends of the good and bad scale as
they tromped Wayne
State 1 0 1 -6 4
Dec. 13 but lost Dec. 15 to Bowling
Green 68-63.

Defense spurs Panthers over Platteville
1 2)
.
· (Cont inued from page
The Panther defenders clung tight
to the Platteville players in the second
half and allowed them to score ·only
22
points
while
pumping in
42
themselves. At one stretch, Eastern
outscored : the op position
18-4
to
take an insurmountable advantage .
Eastern was paced in scoring by
Warble, who was able lo hit on only
six of the· 1 7 shots he put in the air,
and Furry who pumped in 14 points
apiece .
Platteville was hurt by the loss of
two starters due to inj ury and was
never able to put much of an offense
together. T�y fell behing by six in
the early going but because Eastern
was playing poorly they were able to
stay close until late in the first half.
Everytime Eastern appeared to be
making a move to run away and hide
fro m the less-talented visitorS, their
·
bil1"ty to put the ball m
·
the
own ma
'
baske t kep t ,'he -game c1ose..
traveled across the
r !�zn
.Eastern
state to Macomb and · pliwed what
Eddy calle d •\>ur .second worse game
of the yea/" , as the Panthers fell to
Wes.tern Illinois 73-70 Jan. 10.
Eddy · said that the Leathernecks
played exceptional while the Panthers

performed poorly . He said. that only
in the opening game of the season
against University of Missouri-St. Louis
did the Panthers play worse.
"They took it to us right off the
bat, " assistant · coach Bud Scott said
as Western jumped out an 8-2 lead
after three minutes had elapsed . .
Eastern
battled
b ack
midway
through
the
first
h alf
but
a
L e a t h e r n e ck
s u rge ,
w h ere
they
outpointed the Panthers 15 -4 , gave
Western a 33-25 lead.
I n the second half lhe Leatherneaks
took command as they jumped out to
a 60-49 lead with 10 minutes · left to

play .
Eastern fought "back stubbornly to
knot the game at 68 -68 with 2 : 3 6
left.
,
W st ern s Tony M00!e came back.•
�
t <? hi t a . free throw with 29 seconds
left t<? give the Leathernecks all they
·
two
needed
as
E a st e r n
missed
oppo!t� m·t·ies to t ake the 1ea d m
·
the
remaJ mng seconds . The Leathernecks
added two charity tosses to make the
final 7 3 -7 0 .
Furry led Eastern's scorers with 19
Thomas
and
p o in ts
Warble
with
getting 14 each.

_,,
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The
Wayne
-State
decision
was
Easterp.
tipoff . as
the
decided
at
roared off and buried the 'rMtars
racing to a 5 6�5 halftime lead.
.

. While the Panthers burned the cords
against Wayne State, they went the
opposite route against Bowling Green
as they shot an
abominable
35 per cent for the contest.
1
The setback was a tough one for
the Panthers as it was the first regular
season loss they had incurred in Lantz
Gym in 22 games.

Grapplers take titles
at holiday tourney
(Continued from page

1 2)

w as
E astern
able
to
cop
tilt
championship in the ten team eve
held during the Christmas holidays.
and Concordia State we
. � Eastern
the only four-year schools present as
eight junior colleges, including th
host school, participat ed.
The ' Eastern grapplers went to th
on their · <?Wn and com pil
_ tourney
the fir
1 1 2 team points to cop
tak.
Trit<nt
place
with
honors
second with 97 .

ea•t•r• n e ws
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straight year

Easte,rn swimmers capture state tourney ilt Champaign

By

Dave Shanks
year;
fourth straight
the
For
l!lstern 's swimming team copped the
College Division title of the Illinois
Intercollegiate Swimming Championship
Jleld Friday and Sunday at the
University of Illinois.
Coach Ray Padovan 's club defeated
Western Illinois 505 to 4 1 4 while
Qiicago State took third with 3 35
and Chicago Circle fourth with 1 67
•
points.
Despite the point spread between
rust and second, Padovan said , 'We
didn 't have a real easy time of it."
He said that in one event , a team
can score 20 to 30 points so Eastern
could not have afforded to slack up
at any time.
After "Friday 's events, Eastern had a
15 point lead while after Saturday 's
boosted
tition, the Panthers
_

the margin to 50.
Watson , Dave
Pa dovansaid Dave
Toler , Scott Koznar and · Joe• Nitch
good swims "
had
"e x ce p tionally
during the three-da� meet .
He added !hat 10 general. he was
.
,'real . leased . with
the performance
�
turned 10 by the team.
'*fhis was an excellent. time to have
this meet," Padovan said, "because it
gives us a chance to see where we 're
at."
The Intercollegiate Championship is
the first meet of the season in which
teams compete in events similiar to
those held at the NCAA finals 'in
mid-March.
As to where Eastern stands at this
point, Padovan said, 'We're coming
along real well. "
T his
meet
also allowed more
PanthP.r swimmers to
qualify
for

nationals,_, Padovan said.,
With his new school record in the
1 65 0
freestyle , fre shman
Nitch
qualified for nationals and finished
fo�rth in the event as !1e _ faced
swimmers from �ot� the_ Uruv�ty as
.
� e� as College d_iVISlons 10 addition to
JUmor college swimmers .
.
Watson took third in the 400-yard
individual medley and also qualified
for the NCAA finals with a -time of
4:23 , while Tim Sullivan .swam the
200-yard breaststroke in 2: 1 6 for a
fifth place finish and a qualifying
time as well.
Koznar also qualified with a third
p la ce
finish
in
the
2 0 0 -yard
backstroke as did Toler with a fourth
place in the 100-yard freestyle . Toler
also qualified for the 5 0-yard freestyle
in a previous meet.
Brian Forsberg qualified for the

Celebrate life in Christ , Sunday
I0�2 . Union addition Charleston ,
lbttoon Room, 3rd floor .
00-b-th,F

&
teenage
DANCING
T APP
adult classes to begin Feb . 4. Call
JACQUELINE
register
to
aow
C E N TER
DANCE
BEN N E T T
,...
345-7182
beginning
DANCING
BELLY
111d intermediate classes to begin
2. Call now to register.
Feb.
J)\CQUELINE BENNETT DANCE

Wome n 's room near campus , all
utilities
p ai d .
K i t c he n ,
TV,
laundry , living room. 34 5 -2088 .
00
Male
student
sleeping
room,
spa cious,
p rivate
bath,
private
enhance. No. cooking, no pets. Off
street parking, Call 345-6 4 5 8 after
· 4 :00 p.m • .

Unfinished furniture '-Downstates
Largest Unfinished Store -Upstairs
Furniture - Company on Charleston
Square .
4 -b -2 0
FOR
RENT:
female housing
1 l/z blQi:ks from campus on 7th
Street. Kitchen , cable T V , utilities
paid. Call 345-3360 .

-

l -pd-1 6

-

Padovan said there were "a lot of
close races that came right down to
"'
the wire."
Padovan said the team swam as
well as he had hoped they would 9-ut
he Redbirds swam slightly better.;
swam exce ptionally well � "
Nitch established a new school
record in the 1 .000-yard freestyle with
a clocking of 10:03.6 , bettering the
previous record held by Bob Thomas,
by 2 .4 seconds.

581 �12. A correct
� , we cann�t b"e

respopsible for an incorrect ad after its first i nsertion .

I

WG • f e d

. T1?'ee girls need one other to
hve m four bedroom house. Close
to campus. Call 345 -3061.
.
00

Child care-young mother.
Sandburg area. Pb. 345 -9 69 3 .
3-b-l9

L i t c hfi e l d
Area
S t u den ts:
Married student desperately needs
ride to her home on weekends.
Please call: Darlene 5 81 -3074.
2 1>d-l6

WANTED:
Male roommate for
bedroom trailer . $45 mo. Call
Mark
or
Scott
3�5 -62 32
or
5 8 1-2812 .

Carl

3

5 -sa -21

YOU f)(J11/SE&M

1rJ l/NPel?STANP,

lllfiNNIN65 -IM AN
()/,/) OONA HANPI
I l/VlfPINSAN
FIMNC/5CIJ RJll.
F/Ve YMe;/

'�/N6.

Let
us
help
you
build
a
llaancially
sound
future.
Call
345 -7509 after 6 p .m . Ask for
Jim.
5 -b -2 1

·

·

Please report classified ad errors immediately at
'
ad will appear in the next edition. Unless notifi

NO, THANl<S, SI�. 8R/EFIN6? I
.r'Vfi COME TO
!J(J11'T Nts) 'llJ
TAKE 'IOlJ OY!fR. Be BRIEF@!
Fae YOU� IJKJEF- I'M .41.&:APY
WRY VP ON
7HE CHINA
(SC&Ne, THAN!<
\A)._,
/ YOU!

CENTER 345 ·7182 .
16-b-6

ThePanthers did not fare quite so
well in their dual meet with Illinois
State Dec. 1 3 , coming out on the
losing end 6944

.

classified ads
for re • t

:>0-yartl freestyle in a previous meet
while the teams' 8 00-yard medley
relay and 400-yard freestyle relays
have also qualffied for nationals.

I

Civil Liberties Violated? Write
Drive ,
R e ynolds
ACL U , 2 2 0 7
Owteston , or phone 345 -9 2 8 5 or
234-3267 .
5 bThDec .4 ..Jan .29

.

Sales. Craig 's
T.V. Repair &
.V. - 102 N. i2th. Call anytime ,
145-5433.
T ·ThOO
UNI STEREO REPAIR SERVICE
brands of eq9ipment. Phone
945.9222.
9p23

•

Most

Pregnant? Scared? Need someone·
tllk to? Call Birthright 342 -6 3 3 3
'
eollect .
00

-

JONAS!JlWAS
571UlllEU! 'QJ . rM 7lJO
Ol/) !?XX- - >tJU UNIMPfRTANT
J S7/Ll HANO/Ne 10 F!IU, /JfJK£.
OUTHEl?E?!
IA/euJJ41E 70
F066Y 8077llt1!
I
\
�

0

disc
in
WELH's
ni:r.ational
meeting
Thursday
t
6:15 at 120 Coleman Hall.
'ng pencil and class schedule.
you there!
11>d-l5

YUP, ANP
7HAT's JUST
"/He BC61N
NIN6· )t)CI�

y

5

-b-21

'

MUST SELL! STEREO , Sansui .
, Jensen 8 inch speakers, Dual
S turntable. $200 or best
. Call 348 -845 3 .
5 -2 1

-b

1974

Honda 200 cc, new this
, only 800 miles. 5 -3807.
4p20

ll/HAT�?
I 11/ASN'T
BRIGFEP FCR
S4Ml4 /
I

50 5/iN()

Me 7l)
AN60/..A !

I

\

l�

Unitarian l:Jniversalist Fellowship.
A Ulleral religious group. Discussion
d coffee Sunday s 1 0 : 30.1 1 : 20 a.m.
wship House 1 602 1 1th St. For
information call 345-4 5 5 1 .
OObF

Country
R ockers-Mini
styles-Low $18 .95 . Really ,
square. Upstairs Furniture

,
'THANl<S, JONAS.
S4Y, IU{AT5All GQTTA PO IT
THIS ABOllTME
'llJ Ya/, OIAMP.
HAV/N6 70 TAKE IAKRP CAM6
OllNA IJfSSONS? W!AIN-THE
/
BOSS !PANTS
YOU 81?/EFW

ENVOYGHIP.

I

••

NQ lllAY

C4N'T BE
aJHE.

I

f)(JKE, 'THEY
ON/..Y IR8!i6
A/../Ke -M:JIAI
6eT 7HAT
7HtetXJ6H
>al� /EAi)./
I

Basketba ll. Panthers m(Jve record up to 7-4
.,

-

Cop third place
at Bradley In vite

- --

· --

·

,.

·

_
. ·

·

Rock Pointers,
. crowd to sleep
By Tim Yonke

By Chauncey Blaisdell

Eastern basketball squad battled on
even terms over the Christmas break
the
games at
two
split
as
they
to
tournament
Christmas
B r a d ley
capture third place in the event and
also divided a pair of regular season
to
back
before ·returning
contests

Eastern and Wisconsin-Stevens Po'
c o llaborated
to
put
together t
du llest
home
basketball
game
recent M!tory as the Panthers list!
defeated the pointers 8 5 -5 9 bef
5 ,5 00 yawning fans.
The two teams combined to m
the affair resemble a circus as th
w e re
ten
jugglers
on
the
co
providing the crowd with.. a total
5 1 turnovers.
·
Eastern starte<:I slow falling beh ·
1 8 --1 2 with 1 1 : 1 5 remaining in
opening half but did fight back
outpoint the Pointers 24-7 to gain
1 1 mark lead with a minute left
the first half.
Wisconsin
did
add
four
po
before the horn to make the halfti
score 36-2 9 .
The second stanza
little brighter for the
took control of the contest midw
through the period taking a 62-4
lead with 9 : 1 5 left in lhe bo ·
contest .
It was at this time many Pant
r ooters
left
their
seats
to
so,nething more exciting or to
home to bed.
About the only time the crowd
excited was when there was a flu
of turnovers late in the game .
The
Pointers did get
the sc
down to 1 1 points with 4:30 left b
the Panthers · responded by - outsc
them 1 2-3 · to seal the final at 85
The lone Eastern bright spot
the play of guard Charlie Thomas
he led the Panthers in total po·
( 1 8 ), assists ' (5 ) . and hit eight f
eight on the charity line.
Jeff
Furry
pitched
in with l
points and 1 0 rebounds in limit
action.
James Brooks did come off
bench to supply needed fire power

·

·

·

· school.
Center Jeff Wilkins hit four buckets
in the final 3 : 47 of the opening game
at · Bradley to propel Illinois_ State to
a come from behind 80-77 victory
over Eastern Dec. · 1 9 in the first
...
Invitational
Brad,ley
the
round . of
Christmas Tournament.
�
..
Down by seven points late in the
.,
contest, ISU coach Gene Smithson �
called time out.
When the Redbirds returned to the
Robertson
Me morial
F i e l d h o use
..,,,.,..,.
hardwoo'd
they
were
employing
a
half-cdurt zone trap that gave th...
Panthers
trQuble
the
rest
of
th" �
evening.
The zone trap and the seven-foot �
Wilkins were the difference the rest of z
the
game
as
the
trap
took
th•
P a n t he-rs
out
of
their
patterne d
Eastern's William Patterson lunges for a loose ball during first half action in
offense and Wilkirei dominated play
the Panther's game Wednesday with Wfsconsin.Stevens Point. Eastern started
by hitting . eight of his total of 1 6
out slowly, but went on to defeat the Pointers 85-69 before 5,500 fam .
points.
points. Jeff Fury - and . frei;bman Eric
Wilkins ' layup at 2 : 37 gave IS.U its
minut68 gone in the
With nine
Garrett - contributed 15 and 12 points
had
first lead since the opening half as
P a n t h ers
t he
half
second
respectively..
the Redbirds took a 74-73 margin.
Western 27-7 to take a
outscored
Billy
Lewis ,
the
eventual
Most
commanding 58-40 lead.
After a sluggish first- half, Eastern
the
Valuable
Player
of
the
tourney ,
behind
L e a therne cks ,
The
reeled off 2 1 of the first 23 points
· f
converted two free throws with five
scoring of ·Al Hudgins , made a bne
of the second half to go on and
seconds remaining to ice the three
handily defeat Western Illinois, 89-68 ,
spurt to close the gap to 6 4-52. with
point victory for -ISU who went . to
place
t h ird
in
Bradley
for
the
eight minutes to go but consecutive
5 -6 with the win.
tournament.
buckets by William Patterson, Charlie
the
widened
Lewis finishe-d with a game high 29
Furry
and
Cold shooting plagued the Panthers
Tho m a s
points and was followed by Wilkins '
for the entire 20 minutes of the first
margin back to 1 8 points.
half with Eastern 's starting front line
Furry , after a dismal first half,
1 6 . Randy Henry and Roger Powell
came on strong in the second half to
being especially frigid at it connected
had I O apiece for the Redbirds.
pace the Panthers with 20 points.
on .only four of its 2 1 attempts.
Herb Will�ar.ts enjoyed a productive
The entire Panther squad · hit on a
�ening as he ripped the cords for 1 9,
a close contest to
Western lost
IIEre 28 per cent ( 12 of 4�) ·of its shots fc
Bradley in the other opening round he also collected 1 6 . Brooks s ell
p
the first halt with the only break
game to set up the East-West matchup starting guard William Patterson w
as
chilly
was
Western
also
that
being
for third place.
fouled out 1 6: 36 left to play in t
they managed to hit only 1 4 of 35
host contest.
defeated . the
State
Illinois
one
from
went
P a n t hers
The
Braves to capture the championship.
Although
the
extreme to the other in the second
T he P.anthers came back to the ragged they did
Page 1 2 Thu rsday, Jan. 1 5, 1 976 half as they caught fire and began friendly confines of Lantz Gym on ' from ·the floor.
blowing away the Leathernecks.
Jan.. 7 after a two-week layoff and
The Pointer cause was led by M"
·

�
�

·

spo rts

·

-----

Cards switch training camps

By Dave

weight room will be equipped with
new Nautilus equipment, Mullally said .
Since Lindenwood does not have a
football program , Mullally said the
Cardinals would not have to vacate
the university until the final cuts have
been made.
about
Also, Lindenwood is only
1 4 miles from St. Louis which would
and August of last year.
Lindenwood College in St. Charles,- not f9rce the team to move any of
Mo. will be the new home for the Jts main office staff from its present
Cardinals when they start drills next
location.
Still a further advantage will be· the
season.
..Lindenwood made them an offer
fact
that
t he
Cardinals
medical
," Eastern Athletic
facilities will be easily accessible while
they couldn 't r
y said Monday .
at Eastern, there would be at least a
Director Mik e M
days delay in getting a player to the
Lindenwood� which does not have a
football program, has agreed to build
team's medical facility .
"It was strictly a business decision ,''
facilities for the NFL Team which
Mullally
said.
"They 're
running
a
in.elude a new 7 .500 seat stadium
and
a
business. It isn't going to cost them
lights
with
complete
any more there ...
pi:escription athletic turf which is a
type
of
Mullally said he w as ••disappointed
self-watering
s e l f-draining,
at
Purdue
but not bitter. I only regret they 're
developed
· natural grass
not coming back because there are
University a few years ago.
Mullally
said
Lindenwood
also really first class people . "
'1 know t hey enjoyed their stay
ilgreed to build two practice fields
and a locker-weight room complex here. They were not at all dissatisfied
with ·a 5 0-yard indoor field . The with what they had here ."
Shanks
Eastern won't be the· site of the
Red Bird nest for 1976 as the St .
Louis Football Cardinals announced in
late december they would move their
summer training camp.
The Cardinals · held their preseason
training camp at Eastern during July

·

although

neither

team

playe d

well,

McDaniel

who

tallied

15

pqints

(:··D;E:�E�:::·: .,�2. �.!E ��::l:.':Et��. ·�-..
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Wrestlers find tourney success ;
drop pair at Indiana triangular

"We wrestled real well. The
put on a good show ;• coach
The
Christmas
vacation
provided Clinton said .
rugged competition for - the Eastern
Traveling to Bloomingont , Ind. D
wrestling team as it fared well in two
18 the grapplers did not fare as w
tournaments but lost two individual as they
dropped both ends of
. meets over the month-long period.
triangular to Indiana University
With the help of some exceptional Rider College of Trenton, NJ .
individual performances the Panthers
"We
didn't
wrestle
up
to
were
able
to finish third in the I ability," Clinton said, adding,. '1 w
M i s souri disappointed in our performance . "
s e .v e n --t e a m
Central
Tournament held Dec .. 1 3 .
The Hoosiers throttled the Panth
Gilbert Duran in the 1 18 lb., Rex to the tune of 2 6- 1 1 while Ri
Branum · in
the
15 0 lb . and Ed thrashed them 27-6.
Torrejon in the 1 5 8 lb. class captured
Duran was one of the few Pan
individual championships to help the bright spots as he won both of
Panthers
t ake
third
behind
the matches. Becker had one victory
I 1 1 i n o i s a tie while Branum and Rou
winning
S o u t h ern
and
second split their two matches.
Universit y-Edwardsrille
place finisher Illinois State.
The
losses
dropped
the
Ed Becker i n the 126 lb. and Tom record to 1 -3 in dual meets.
Rounsavall in the 1 42 lb.A:lass copped
While
o n ly
seven
w re s t l
seconds while Rick Johnson in the participated in the Triton Tourna
1 34 lb. class and 167 pounder Jim
(See G RAPPLERS, page 1 0)
.finishes.
----- McGinley added thl,rd place
·

By Tim

Yonke

·
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